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AJLBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
ALHUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO,

19

VOLUME

WEDNESDAY

EVENING. DECEMBER

For the 137th Time and Not Worried

SENATOR DEPEW

1905.

G.

NUMBER

GOtf

CONGRESS IS NOT NEGLECTING

FINALLY YIELDS

GOOD TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO

tie Steps Out of Equitable
Life Insurance as

Secretary Reynolds

Director.
ELDRIDGE AGAIN

Successor.

Good Majority.

ON STAND

Had Already Been Before the
Committee Three and
Half Days.
TELLS ABOUT

inated as His Own

Canvass of the Senate Shows That the Statehood
Bill Will Pass This Session by

LEGAL

SOME

BILLS

Nom-

INTRODUCED

THE BILL CONTAINING

They Include President's Rate Senator
Plan, Tariff Change,
Taking Hayti

EXPENSES

Washington, Dec. 6. Senator
has tendered his resignation as
a director of the Equitable Life Insurance company. It will be presented to the board of directors at Its next
meeting.

JOINTURE ALREADY INTRODUCED

Beveridge Seems Determined That Measure be
Passed Making Two States Oat of
Four Territories.

De-pe- w

ON

FOR
MUTUAL RESERVE TALKS.
e,
New f ork, Dec. 6. George D.
flret vice president and actu-

ary of the Mutual Reserve Life Insurance company, who had already
been one of the witnesses before the
investigation vommlttee for three days
half, was today's first witness
the committee. He was exon the legal expenses of the
Resereve.

--

WASHINGTON, D. C, DEC 6 A CANVA8S OF THE SEN- ATE ON THE STATEHOOD BILL INDICATES, 8AYS
SENATOR
BEVERIDGE, THAT THE BILL WILL BC PASSED THIS SES- r
8ION BY A GOOD MAJORITY.
HE THINKS THE MEASURE WILL BE THE 8AME IN FORM
AS THE ONE REPORTED LAST SESSION, WHICH
PROVIDES V
THE ADMISSION OF OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORY AS
ONE STATE AND NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA AS ANOTHER
STATE.
THE BILL CONTAINING

THESE PROVISIONS HAS ALREADY
BY REPRESENTATIVE
BEEN INTRODUCED
HAMILTON, OF '
MICHIGAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON TER- - '
,
RITORIES.
BEVERIDGE HAS NOT DETERMINED WHETHER HE WILL V
OFFER AN IDENTICAL BILL OR WHETHER HE WILL WAIT
FOR THE BILL TO COME OVER
TO THE SENATE FROM THE V

Aleo by Associated Press.
Washington, Dec. 6. Among the
nomination sent to the senate today
was that of the secretary of New
Mexico, James Wallace Reynold, of

NATIONAL NUT GROWERS
GATHER AT DALLAS,
Dallas. Texas, Dec. 6. Everything Is
In readiness for the annual convention
of the National Nut Growers' Association, which will hold Its opening business oeasion tomorrow. One of the
most interesting features In connection with this convention Is the large
exhibition arranged by the Texas Nut
Growers to display the various nuts
growed In this country, the various
methods of raising them, illustrating
their use in the industries, etc. A
number of the most prominent authorities on the subject of nut growing
liave been Induced to read papers in
re card to various phased of the Industry, and a highly interesting session
of the convention Is expected. Delegates from all parts of the country
ure in attendance, and every Incoming
train brings additional delegations.
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LARGE NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Every State and Territory is Represented and Examination of Subject Will be Thorough and
Conclusive in All Respects.

TAKEN BY AMMONIA
Girard. Kan., Dec. 6. Mrs. Ina
rterry, the demented woman, who
since Friday last has held the town
officials at bay from her fort in the
toilet room of a 'Frisco railroad coach
ou the tracks here,
was
removed
today shortly before noon, after she
liad been partially overcome by t'ne
t unies of ammonia. A bundle of rags
aturated with the drug, had been
pushed through the window of the toiMrs.
let room. Before surrendering,
Berry fired one shot at her captors,
hut without effect.
UNITED GERMAN SINGERS
GATHER AT PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. t.
The
United German Singers of Philadelphia will celebrate tbelr twenty-fiftanniversary by a concert at the Academy of Music tonight. A fine program of chorus and solo numbers has
'Ctn prepared and all the singing so- leties of this city, belonging to the
federation, will take part. At present
there are not less than thirty German
ringing societies in the organization.
Tomorrow evening a "Commers" will
he given at the hall of the Harmonle
Singing Society, where the headquarters of the United Singers is located.
ISLAND SURGEONS
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION.
s
St. Joseph, Mo., Dee. 6.
The
connected with the Hock Island

ROCK

The National tries and what labor crafts are most
New York. Dec. 6.
labor,
Conference of representatives or the affected by the influx of alienpercentvarious state governments and various and in what ways?" "What
civic organizations, to oonslder the age of European immigration remains
question of Immigration, which was in the ports of arrival, such as New
called by the National Civic Federa- York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltican
tion, opened here today with a large more?" "What practical method
Delegates appointed by be devised of distributing immigraattendance.
states are tion, especially for agriculture, to
the governors of twenty-siin attendance, besides several hundred points where it may be needed?"
representatives of civic organizations "What further methods can be dein all parts of the United State, have vised for Improving the conditions,
come together to consider Important both of housing and employment, of
in large cities?"
questions relating to various phases aliens congested
of the immigration problem. Every "What will be the effect of large numstate and territory is represented ana bers of Immigrants in the south upon
among the delegates are some of the the problem of Industrial education
most distinguished men of their re- and social betterment of the negro
race?" "Should the exclusion of the
spective localities.
This morning the uelegatcs visited Chinese coolie labor be made more
Bllis Island, where they were enter- rigid, and should It be extended to
"How
tained al luncheon by Commissioner Japanese and Korean labor?"exempted
of
The delegates submitted shall the admission
Watrhorn.
scholars,
to the examination lo which Imm- classes of Asiatics, such as
igrants are subjected upon their ar- merchants and tourists be regulated?"
Nearly one entire day will be derival in this country and then wittne
nessed the distiosltlon of about five voted to the consideration ot disChinese exclusion problem. The
thousand immigrants
opened
The conference will last two days, cussion of that subject will be
Taft, who will
and will discuss the following ques- by Secretary of War
tions: "What Is the character of the be followed by A. L,. C. Atkinson, presinet increase in the population of the dent of the Territorial Board of ImmiUnited States from Immigration?" gration and Secretary of Hawaii.
"Should existing legislation looking to Among the prominent delegates who
the elevation of this character through will addresB the conference are Secthe exclusion of undesirable elements retary Taft, United States Senator
be extendeil and made more effect- Henry Cabot Lodge. Governor Frank
ive?" Should there be any change In Higgins of New York; Governor Chas.
the system of Inspection, such as hav- ' S. Deneen of Illinois; uovernor job.
ing it niiitlp nt the norts of departure; W. Folk of Missouri; Senators S. H.
A.
or at the home sources of emigration. j McKnery of Ixtulsiana and William
or at lsnh?" "Are there any external ('lark of Montana; Andrew Carnegie,
Influences tending to stimulate the Cardinal Gibbons. Bishop Charles H.
volume of immigration?" "What are Fowler. .lames J. Hill. Osc.ir S. Kuans,
j
the nature, extent and locality of tne .'.lobn Mitchell. Auinist Belmont, Sam--fl.
demands in the United States for ut't Gompeis. Seta l.ow, Warren
more lalor?" "What domestic indus Stone, and Dr. Chas. W. F.lioi.

FILL PARTICULARS ABOUT DEATH
OF CONSUL GENERAL PARSONS

sur-.von-

railroad system met here today for

'heir third annual convention. The attendance is quite large and the rooms
"f the Commercial Club, where the
meeting of the convention are held,

are scarcely large enough to accommodate the members. The first nieet-'tiof tbe organization was hewf two
jears ago In Kansas City, Mo., while
iast year the, surgeons met in Chicago. The members will be entertaln-at a banquet at the Metropole by
the local members of the organization.

g

PATRICK LEFT SINGING TO
RECEIVE DEATH SENTENCE.
Ossinning. N. Y.. rec. 6. Albert T.
Patrick, a lawyer, convicted of the
nurder of William Marsh Rice, was
today taken from Sing Sing prison to
New iork to be sentenced to death.

FOR

REGULATING

in the opinion of Admiral Geo. A.
Converse, chief of the bureau of navigation, Is the Introduction into tbe
navy department of some "military
administrative authority," to
technical work of the- - bureaus,
to be responsible to the secretary
for the organization and preparedness
of the fleet and to advise In all military matters."
That Is a creation
by law of a navy general board or
staff. This pronouncement In favor
of a general staff Idea is based dn
Admiral Converse's experience of
forty-foyears m the service and
forms a feature of his annual report,
made public at the navy department
today.

K0DT NEEDLESSLY
PLEASING GERMANY
Washington, D.

C

Dec. 6.

Secre-

tary Root Is busily engaged In trylatr
to formulate some sore of program

to Improve our commercial relation
with Germany.
It is necessary to
make a new trade treaty, as the present one will expire In about three
months. Negotiations are under way
for such a treaty, but it Is doubtful it
they can be 'completed by that timet
Therefore a temporary agreement will
be probably necessary to remaia fa
force until a new treaty can be approved. Germany insists upon soma
Important modifications of our tartft
schedule, claiming that at present ws
have much the advantage In the trad
between the two countries. A changst
It Is claimed, would be mutually advantageous, and largely Increase tha
commerce between the Uutted State
and Germany, However, every alteration will he bitterly fought by tit
stand-patterand the
of am
agreement at an early date ara aat
bright. '

ur

HOUSE ADJOURNED IN

'
MEMORY OF PINKNEY.
Washington, Dec 6. At 2:07 this
afternoon the house adjourned as a
mark of respect to the memory of
John
8. Plnkney, late member of the
VINITA BANK ROBBER
TWO
HEPBURN WANTS
BLACK REPUBLICS. house from Texas.
Washington, Dec. 6. Senator Hep- - INTERE8T LESS EAGER
ARRESTED AT GALLUP urn
today introduced a resolution
TODAY THAN YESTERDAY.
for the annexation of San Domingo
Washington. Dec. 6. There was
Hayti.
and
In lha hnnaA
luuu (,i Kipnul mftnlfaltlli
today than there was yesterday. Pre- - '
Deputy United States Mar- FELONY TO WRONGFULLY
USE IN8URANCE FUNDS. vlous to the session, a conference Ml DIM DIICCFI I
shals, Fornoffand Cooper,
Washington, Dec. 6. A bill pro- wq. holH onH tho Inillrstlnni ara thnt t MflUlHI nVJJLLb
HAS SKIPPED OUT
hibiting the use of money of insurance an adjournment until next week will
Reap $500 Reward.
companies in federal elections was be taken as soon as the Panama caof.
up
disposed
today
Is
bill
taken
nal
introduced toduy by Senator Culber8HE IS THE WOMAN WHO. CAUSED
son, of Texas. The offense Is made
STIR A
THE BIG INVITATION
FROM
a felony und punishable at from two MANY REPORTS
G'L'.UP BANK IS SAVED
SHORT TIME AGO.
SUNDRY OFFICIALS.
to twenty years imprisonment.
Washington, Dec. 6. A number of
Madam Russell, the woman who
annual reports of public officials were created
FORAKER PRESENTS RAILa scandal In the city several
' e 4
S
4
ROAD RATE CONTROL BILL. laid before the Benate at the begina targe number
ning of the day's session of the sen- weeks ago ly issnx
Special to The Citizen.
Wlashington. Dec. 6. Senator Fora-ki
cf
the Drlsooll hooaa
S Gallup, N. M., Dec. 6. Thomas 4
today introduced his railroad rate ate. The first bill was presented by of invitationson North Third street, haa
Jordan, wanted at Vinita, I. T.,
regulation bill, which he had here- Frye, and was a private pension left the city, leaving many unpaid
for bank robbery, was arrested
tofore presented to the Bonate com- measure.
bills behind. Tbe amount could aot
eV here
laet night by Deputy United
mittee on interstate commerce.
be ascertained exactly, but It la sat
LAS VEGAS POSTAL
States Marshal Fred Fornoffand 4
SQUABBLE REVERSED. to be quite large, and that the credi4 Harry Cooper, ef Albuquerque. 4 DINGLEY BILL TO HAVE
tor.! eufferlng include the butcher, tba
TWO TARIFF SCHEDULES. Special to The Citizen.
4 The Indian Territory authorities 4
WaBlngton, Dec. 6. The district bakor, ai.d the license taker. There)
Washington, Dec 6. Senator Lodge
4 had offered $500 reward for Jor- - 4
concensus of opinion on tha neat- 4 today Introduced an amendment to court of appeals decided today that ter,
4 dan'a capture.
however, and that Is that her de
the Dingley tariff law providing a the postofflce at the town of Las Ve parture
Is good riddance of bad nia-bls- li
This remaximum and minimum rate of duty gas shall be
as to give preference and advan- verses the lower court snd Is a vicThe capture of Jordan, who seems so
couutrles tory for the protesting citizens of the
to be a badly wanted man, Is due to a tage to products of thoseagainst
Dm kiu cuukt
tho old town, though it does not end the
telegram received by United States which do not discriminate
It case.
Marshal C. M. Koraker yesterday and products of the United States.
levying
The evidence Is all in in the Chili
the prompt action of bis deputies. The provides In specific terms forcountries BAPTISTS ARE 8TRONG
land grant case and arguments ara la
telegram received by Marshal roraker of excesB duties against
IN NORTH CAROLINA.
tWo
goods
of
progress this afternoon. Attorney K.
on, mated thhi Jordan was about tr which do not admit
Raleigh, N. C. Dec. 6.
The Bap- W. Ixibson,
StateH on terms equal to those
who represents Homero'a
conduct a raid on the Gallup bank, an.) United
toopened
convention
state
tist
here
that his prompt arrest was very es granted to other countries.
day at the Tabernacle church. The inter st in the casev said this aflar"
"sential. The telegram was received ADMIRAL CONVERSE ON
attenrtanrt. in lariro a.nA mnnv nrnm.
fS"WO"
at 12 o'clock and at 'i o'clock FjrnoH
I
EFFICIENCY OF NAVY. Inent ministers and laymen o the
speeding
Cooper
were
on
Calf
and
the
fm M
Washington, Dec. 6 A necessity church from all parts of the state are llutosh, defendant in ?LW"'
case.
fornla limited .train for the Carbon to efficiency In the American navy. In attendance.
The attachment suit of the Robert
City.
At 7 o'clock Jordan was safe
Massey Cigar company, against C. M.
under arrest.
Wilkinson, was heard this forenooa.
The crime committed by Jordan In
and the .court took the matter under
the Indian Territory was the robbery
CLAIMS
advisement. This suit grew out of tha
of the Vinita National bank, but the RUSSIA
unceremonious departure
from tha
method used and the amount secured
city of C. M. Wilkinson, who waa a
is not known here. How the Indian
partner
In the cigar company and also
BY
IN
Territory authorities discovered Jorthe company's bookkeeper. After his
dan's presence at Gallup is u secret
departure,
it was found that be fiV
with the United States Marshal's ofshort in his accounts, and the comfice. However, the capture is one of
Kdytku-t-K.idisciplinary
r,.
parading
battalion
are
via
the
g.
peterslmi
pany
IX'f.
St
ettachod his household furniture
tiie r.ost itni)or:ant made In the territown in gangs and intimidating
the to recover the shortage. The attorDec. I'.. An official populace.
tory for some time and is a feather
II.
One contingent, it is said, ney for Mrs. Wilkinson, who appears
in tiie cap of the local United Sta!es note was issued today explaining .that Is touring
the surrounding villages as the defendant in the case, claims
officials.
Inflexibly and estates aud levying blackmail.
w hiie
the government i
that thc household furniture is ex'
empt from attachment.
determined o carry out, the reforms 8TRIKERS URGE ALL
DUKE WILL EXPLORE
manifesto
imperial
by
the
PARTS OF CENTRAL AFRICA. putnised
TO STAND PAT NOW. MASSACHUSETTS FARMERS
yo, it Is iniS)Hsilile at one
It is reported on of October
Home. r:ec. G.
Heilln, Dee. ti. A dispatch
from
STUDY SOIL DIFFERENCES-good authority that the Duke of the stroke to accustom the population to St. Petersburg
says: The central
n of the new tinier I
.... .1.
.
.
l"'
.- .- I
.""".I
."",public
n.
Abru.zi, coiiKin of Kii.g Victor Ktnan-ue- the administra-ti,ue moBcow telegra m niiu forty-thirwln(er
created by the manifesto. .....eMU
Is organizing an expedition fir of things
Ing ,tu. Massachusetts S(a(e meeting of
postal
employes
follow
the
sent
bv
Um
reauired
lefUlm
tin.
.u'
ii.
Board of Ar
me exploration oi tentrai Ainca, unj iI'ntii
All ri(
0M.nej at Horticultural . Hail
lit; reforms Is effected, the old laws telegram to all cities in Russia:
is now on his wn to Paris and .xi'i-doyour demands will be granted; con- - ,iHtllnire
,,.,,
they
a
for
,bree
except
where
da
to arrange
,
for transportation must be enforced
Untie to strike.
Trust in victory. Ki,,
Th
r
facilities and equipment for his ex- are aiready replaced by temporary Prospects are good. Wltte agrees to ami every part of
tho
is represtate
dratts everything.
pedition. It is asserted that the ob- provisions. Tiie nuie adds that
Only Durnovo opinises. sented by farmers and dairymen. Ad
jects of the expedition are purely of provisional regulations governing Remain firm."
unusually interesting
program has
the
scientific. The duke U greatly Inter- the freedom of the press and combeen prepared.
At the opening sesIN WARSAW
FACTORIES
ested in geographical and scientific right of association, have been
sion thU morning, Henry M. Howard,
explorations, and has ent out two pleted, that deliberations regarding
GOING INTO BANKRUPTCY.
6.
Many smaller fac- of West Newton, read a paper on
polar exediUons and other expedi- reforms of the, council of the empire
Warsaw,
Dec.
near-In"Market Gardening." In the afternoon.
tions during the last ten or flfeen and extension of franchise are at the tories are going Into bankruptcy be- George
T. Powell of New York will
conclusion and that efforts
meet additional
years.
inability
to
cause
of
national assembly aie being expe- Hiru.ns.s occasioned bv the Increase lecture on "The Soil and the Import- f I s Character for the Culture
aill
dited. At the same time measures are I.u
Th
. -.
.
DUKESMITH AIR BRAKES
hrt.l fin.l Liliiv.unk
v, .,,,
BEING CAREFULLY TESTED. being Initiated to cope with disturb- authorities estimate that the govern- - f
Iluffalo. X. Y.. Dec. 6. Railroad men anees which are endattgf ring public nient Is losing ISO.OOO dally by the
IN ALL
and mechanical engineers all through security. M. Itelgard. chief of the present strike, while the government RETAIL DEALERS
KINDS OF IMPLEMENTS.
the country are greatly interested in press censorship officers, has been r loss from tickets alone during the re- la., Dec. 6.
The
si at his own request. cent railroad strike is estimated
the tests with the new Dukesmith air lieved of his
at' Dei Jloiiiea,
f the Iowa Retail Implement
At a review of the Siiienoksy reg 1 s.r.o'i.imu.
brakes, which the
& Lake
Dealers' Association, which opened Its
yesterday, Tiie
Rrle railroad is conducting at present iment at I sarkoe-hetsession here today, is one of tha
Four freight locomotives of that road emperor addressed the t'Oni. colli ENGLAND CAN'T HEAR
FROM HER EMBASSY. largest ever held in the history of thla
have been equipped with the new jltietitiiig on their tried loyalty. At a;
Ixindoii. Dec. 6. The foreign ottlre state. Wvery part of the state Is well
brakes and are now being subjected .subsequent regiment banquet given by
to the severest tests while being used tbe onicels, II IS majesty tnanheu iue has not heard from tbe Itritish em- represented aiul the delegates are displaying unusitf' interact and enthusiin the regular road service with haw regiment for exemplar) s rvices and bassy at St. Petersburg since Novemtrains. The tesU will be conducted expressed (he hope That it would al ber 3o. The last communication rel- asm. This is the second coasecutlra
tor several weeks, and. If they prove ways frhow Itself as firni'v united as ative to Itritish subjects in Russia time that the convention Is held in
said that most of those still there this city. A fine program has been
successful. It is blieved that not on.v it Is at present.
Advices from Voronezh, dated IV. were business men, who proposed to arranged, including a bamiuet and
this but also other lailroads will ciiuip
other social features.
their locomotives with the new braKu. c ember v, say thai the soldiers of thej remain.
s
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INSANE WOMAN IS

BILL

HOUSE.

d.

IMMIGRATION CONSIDERED IN

TIMID WOMEN WILL TRY AND
HAVE
ADVERTISING FIGURES
ABOLISHED.
The tin figures of men, gaudily colored, which are stationed in conspicuous places about the city for advertising purposes, have aroused the
wrath of a large number of Albuquerque women, who allege they have
been responsible for scares without
number after nightfall.
The fair sex now threaten to lodge
a complaint with the authorities with
a view to having the dummies abolished on the ground that they are a
nuisance. There Is nothing hideous
tbout the appearance of the dummies,
according to those claiming them obnoxious, but rather the unpleasant
sensation experienced upon meeting
them in the dark and being obliged to
pass them, fearing all the time they
are men standing waiting for the
person to approach.

Mexico.

Euch-Townse- nd

PARIS, December 6. The foreign office here considers that the
controversy between the powers and Turkey is practically closed, and
that only the details remain to be settled previous to securing satisfactory adjustment. The International fleet remains inactive, pending
conclusion of these details.

FRIGHTEN

New

RAILWAY REBATES.
Washington, Dec. 6. The
railroad bill, which passed
tho house lsst session, has been re
in the
drawn and was
house today by Representative Town-senTbe bill embraces all tbe features of the former measure, but is
drawn so as to specify things which
may be done by the interctate com
merce commission. In addition it naa
publicity features and gives Jurisdiction over refrigeration and terminal
charges. It also directly prohibits a
carrier from granting any shipper the
privilege of collecting his project ana
then granting a special rate under a
short term provision for charging
send bill expresses the ideas of the
president in his message and will if
enacted into law amend the interstate
commerce law so as to make It more
effectual In securing exact Justice
between the carriers, shippers, producers and consumers.

OK

TEND
TO

44 4irVJiAA4tJ,AtAA44AAA44

FELONY

w

Eld-rldg-

DUMMIES

FUNDS

Special to The Cltlsen.
Washington, Dtc. 6. Delegate Andrew has Juit returned from the
Whit house. where he hd an Inter-viewith the president. The aenat
has received the nomination of James
Wallace Raynold as secretary for the
territory. Delegate Andrew i watch
ing confirmation with great Interest.

T

and a
before
amined
Mutual

INSURANCE
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TO BE HINDERED

REVOLUTIONISTS

REFORMS

.
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Chicago, Dec. 6. A disaptch to the
Tribune from the City of Mexico gives
furthei details of the accident in
United
which James R. Parsons,
States consul general, lost his life
last night. An open carriage in
which he was driving, with Mrs. Bar-soand their son, was struck by an
electric car. Mrs. Parsons was slightly injured and the son escaped without a scratch.
The accident happened while tbe
family were going to the central staThe
tion tj Lid farewell to friends.
coachmar tried to cross the street In
front of a rapidly moving cur, which
struck the carriage with terrific force,
crushing it against a trolley post.
Mr. Parson's head struck the post,
tut holo top ofwagthe head being taken
off. The body
taken to the police
station, where according to the police
regulations, it still remains pending
an order from the judge.

rons of Husbandry, from all purts of
the state are assembled here to attend tiie annual meeting, which opened this morning at the state house.
Extensive preparations had been made
for tills meeting and a number oi delegates to the National Grange were
induced lo attend the meeting. They
will be entertained by the local member
Master George F. Gaunt, of
Mullica Hill. Gloucester county, presided at the opening session this morning, and delivered his annual address.
A numtrt-of interesting papers were
read and re)orts on various subjects
of interest to the grangers received.
r

TIDE OF ASSOCIATIONS
HAS NOT YET EBBED.
The annual
Wichita. Kan., Dec. t.
meeting if the Southwestern Kaua
am) Hani-warand Oklahoma litiihtix-ii- t
Association opened here today,
with a large attendance from all part
Chicago Live Stock.
Among tiie .i oinineiil
of the state.
Chicago, IXfC. 6. Cattle Receipts,
members,
will artilre
who
the coni.Oiio; market steady, beeves, S.1.&0&
vention, are President T.:ylor, the
SM; ro8 and heifor, $l.25&4.75; PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY
MEET AND READ PAPERS. president of the Americiin
Kedeia-ilon- ;
2.3)f4 15:
dockers and feeders,
Elizabeth, N. J., Dec. 6.
T. W. Mc.Manus. o' Waxahachle.
tU.tfj
Texana, 3.40f4.W;
Member
4 70.
of the New Jtrsey State Grange, Pat Tt'Jk.; .1. H. Van Zaudtand other.
i
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PAGE TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
Dally and Weekly by

rblUhed

The Citizen Publishing Company
Prartnfflre fnrlranamiaainn throurh U"
hhnd at maila
aecwid claaa matter.
mm

UNION

(LABE.l

Official Paper of Bern.ilillo County
and City of Allxiuoripin.
Anocntrd Prni Afteraonti Dispatches.
largest City and County Circulation.
Tlx lirifsl Hm Mexico Circulation.

larent Northern

Ariona Circulation.

terms or subscription: 5.l

DbHt b mall, on jmr In advance
ai!y by mail, per month
fWmkly
by mail. oti year

M

tlons of the corporation, and at the a resolution or the stockholders.
option of the corporation, to secure . To make, alter, amend and
s
of the corporation, to fix,
the name by mortgage, pledge, deed the
determine, from time to time and
of trust or otherwise.
Acquire, hold, line, sell, assign, lease, vary the amount to lie reserved as
grant licenses In respect of, mortgage, working capital, to determine the
or otherwise dispoFe of letters patent times for the !claratlon and payof the United Slate or any foreign ment nnd the amount of each divilidend on the stock, to determine and
country, patenU, patent rights,
censes and nrlvllegcs, Inventions, tin- - direct the use and disposition of any
provements
and processes, trade- - surplus or ntt proms and to nuthor- marks and trade names, relating tollze and cause to be executed niort
or tiserui in connection wim any oust pages and liens upon the real and per
sonal property of the corporation, proness of tne corporation.
Hold, purchase or otherwise acquire, vided always that a majority of the
sell, assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge whole Hoard concur therein.
or otherwise dispose of shares of the , Pursuant to ihe affirmative vote of
capital stock and bonds, debentures the holders of a ntaiority of the stocK
or other evidences of Indebtedness' Issued nnd outstanding, at a stockcreated by other corporation or cor- holders' meeting duly convened, to
porations, and while the holder there- sell, assign, transfer or otherwise disof, exercise all the rights and priv- pose of the property, including the
ileges of ownership, including the franchises of the corporal ion as an
entirety, provided always I hat a maright to vote thereon.
the jority of the whole Hoard concur
Purchase, hold ami
shares of its capital slock, Its bonds therein.
To appoint additional officers of tne
or other securities.
Remunerate any person r corpora- corporation. Including one or more
one or more assistant
tion for services rendered, or to no
rendered, in placing or assisting to treasurers, and one or more assistant
.place or guaranteeing the placing or secretaries; and, to the extent prothe persons so
underwriting of any of the shares of vided by the
stock of ihe corporation, or any de- appointed shall have and may exercise
bentures, bonds or lother securities all the powers of lUe president, of the
of the corporation, or In or alxmt the treasurer and of the secretary reformation or promotion of the cor- spectively, provided, however, that all
shall be chosen from
poration, or in the conduct of lis
tho directors.
business.
Hy a resolution passed by a majorWith a view 1o the working and
development of the properties of the ity vote of the whole Hoard, under
s
to
corporation, and to effectuate, directly suitable provision of the
or Indirectly, its objects and purposes, designate two or more of their numor any of tbem, the corporation may, ber to constitute an Executive Comin the discretion of the directors, mittee, which committee shall, for the
from time to time, carry on any law- time being, as provided in said resoluhave and exful business, manufacturing or other tion, or in the
wise, to any extent and in any man ercise any or all of the powers of the
Board of Directors, which may be lawner not unlawful.
The corporation may conduct busi- fully delegated. In tho management of
ness In the territory of New Mexico the business anil affairs of the
and shall have power to auand elsewhere. Including any of the
states, territories, colonies or depen- thorize the seal of the corporation to
dencies of the United States, the Dis- be affixed to all papers which may retrict of Columbia, and any and all quire It.
The Hoard of Directors and the Exforeign countries, have one or mors
offices therein, and therein to hold, ecutive Committee shall, (rrept as
purchase, mortgage and convey real otherwise provided by law, have
and personal property, except as and power to net in the following manner, viz.:
A resolution in writing,
when fnrbldden by local laws.
The foregoing clauses shall be con- signed as affirmatively approved by
strued both as objects and powers, but all the members of the Hoard of Direcno recitation, expression or declara- tors or by all the members of the Extion of specific or special powers or ecutive or other Committee, and therepurposes herein enumerated shall be after with original or with duplicated
oeemed to lie exclusive; but It Is signatures Inserted in the recorded
hereby expressly declared that all minutes and properly dated, shall be
other lawful powers not Inconsistent deemed to be action by such Boarn
or such Committee, as the case may
therewith are hereby included.
be, to the extent therein expressed,
Capital Authorized.
IV. The corporation is authorized with the same force, and effect as if
to issue rnpital stock to the extent of the same had been duly passed by the
One Hundred Thousand ($100,000.00) same vote at a regularly convened
Dollars, divided Into ten thousand meeting.
Subject to the foregoing provisions
(10,000) shares, of the par value of
s
may prescribe the numtho
ten ($10) Dollars each.
Of Bald stock, five thousand (5,000) ber of Directors to constitute a quor
shares shall be preferred stock, and um at their meeting, and such number
the balance five thousand (5,000) may le less than a majority of the
whole number.
shares shall be common stock.
The corporation reserves the right
Said preferred stock may be issued
as and when the board of directors to amend, alter, change or repeal any
shall determine and shall entitle the provision contained In this certificate
holder thereof to receive out of the in the manner now or hereafter
by statute for the amendment
net earnings, the corporation shall be
bound to pay a fixed accumulative of the Certificate of Incorporation.
In Witness Whereof, we have here
dividend at the rate of but not exceeding seven (7) per centum per unto set our liands and seals this
annum, payable on the first day of day of
190. .
December of each year,, beginning
(Seal)
S. LAIRD ASH.
C. K. MATSON,
(Seal)
A. D. 1906, before any dividend shall
W. W. WADE.
(Seal)
be set apnrt on the common stock;
Witness to the foregoing signatures:
provided, however, that whenever a
O. J. KINBLER,
dividend Is paid on the preferred
JOSEPH HANSEN.
stock the directors shall have power
In their discretion to declare and pay
a dividend for a like period on the State of Illinois, County of Cook SS.
On this 25th day of November, A. D.
common stock.
The holders of preferred stock shall, 1905, before me personally appeared
in case of liquidation or fjis.njiuuou s. Laird Ash, C. R. Matson and W. v.
of the corporation before any amount Wade, to me known to be the persons
shall be paid to the holders of the described in and who executed the
general or common stock, be entitled foregoing Instrument, and acknowl
edged that they executed the same as
to be pnid In full.
Such preferred stock, at the discre- their free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof, 1 have here- tion of the company, shall be subject
to redemption at par on December 1, unlo set my hand and affixed my
1911, or on any dividend day there- otticiul seal the day and year first
above written.
after.
JESSIE F. PIERCE,
The stockholders of preferred stock
(cal)
Notary Public.
shall not be entitled to vote at any
stockholders' meeting, but the right
No. 417t.
Co. Rec'd.
Endorsed:
to vote as provided liy law Is expressly
5. Page 354.
The Ionic Paint
reserved as registered
holders of Vol.
Manufacturing Company. Under the
com nion stock.
Laws of New Mexico. Charter. Filed
Capital Subscribed.
in office of Secretary
Territory,
V.
The capital stock with which November 2H. 1905, 9 a. of
m.
s
the corporation will commence
.1. W. RAYNOLDS.
is subscribed by the incorporSecretary.
ators as follows;
Name
No. of Shares
Amount
Registered with the Corporation Or
Common Mock
ganization and Management Com
Samuel Laird Ash
.$1,800.00 pany, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
.ISO.
C. R. Matson
.
10., . 100.00
Compd. M to O.
W. V. Wade
.
100.00
10. .
e
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sgcor c It for yoa by a small
wantad.inThB Evening Citi?en. It only costs

One Cent

rr,r"

;t

.j..fr

..-f.-

4.

r

Montezuma Trust Co.

Per Word Insertion

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that your
money is not thrown away. We have also eented hundreds of houses
by our want ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have adver-

ALBUQUERQUE,

NET

MEXICO

tised through them.

TFlFPHnNf
' -

Capital and Surplus

,h
Western Union or Postal Tele-graph ofllces for an A. D. T. messenger
boy, an.) send your ad with the cas.h to The Citizen office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

i

$100,000
H

MoneyPianos, Organs,Loan
Horses

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Co

Without danger n ynnr present connection! we
Attire you of consideration tor every pottltlun yna
comiH-tcn- t
to till no matter where located. Our
hnokle.a Ull how we can brine; your aliUity to the
attention tti hundred of employerfl who need hltn
trade men for Kaecutive, C lerlcal. Technical and
baleaman po.ltlnns paving Irum Sl,0uil to S0,OUJ
a year. Oilicee la 12 cltiea.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On Furniture,

ire

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
anti per menth, when raid monthly.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
fftpaoodt
Advertising Rates Made Known on Application
Brain Broktn aud strictly private.
Time:
One
iy Chemical Building, St. Lou Is
month to one year given. Goods re...
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
.
if.. i
in
t - r
main In your possession. Our rates
WANTED
aiineri iately on any nondelivery of the paper.
Call
us
sea
be
and
are
reasonable.
WANTED
Clean rags.
nqulre a
All le tlej and remittance ahottld he arldrenned to
fore borrowing.
The Citizen ofnee.
Tub CmixN I'tnt.lHHlHO Company. Drafta,
cfcerka, poatomce and expreffli money order
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WaNTedApply
-a
cook.
217
at
payable
to the order of the
eamt be made
Steamship tickets to and from all
South Fourth street.
parts ot the world.
WANTED Position by German lady
OUK TIlteHOKII:
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
first-claas
chambermaid
15
hotel
in
Colorado
Automatic 183
315 West Railroad Ave.
or rooming house. Apply at 202
PRIVATE OFFICES.
South Edith street.
Open Evenings.
ART1CLLS UF INCORPORATION
WANTED
Gentlemen s second-hanExtends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
clothing. No. 615 South First street
PROftSSIQNAL CARUS
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
south of viaduct. Send address and
OF COMPARISON.
CERTIFICATE
DENTISTS.
will call. K. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Hy Chicago wholesale and
Territory of New Mexico, o'nVe of the
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
mall order house, assistant manaSecretary.
Dental Surgeon.
ger, (man or woman), for this counSOLOMON
LUNA,
President.
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V, P. and Cashier
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
ty and adjoiulng territory. Salary
W. J. Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh
I. J. W. Raynolds. Secretary of the
company.
Dry
Goods
Rule
the
J. C. Baldridna
Golden
$20
expenses,
expaid
weekly;
and
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
pense
money
Is
advanced.
Work
certify that there wu filed for record
pleasant and position permanent. mail.
ta this office at 9 o'clock a. m., on the
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No invest ment or experience reTwenty-nintDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
day of November, A. IX
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
quired. Write at once for full par1905,
m., to 12:30 p. no.; 1:30
hours,
a.
8:30
ticulars
and
enclose
of Incorporation
of Ionic
Article
envelope Cooper & Co., 132 Lake p. m. to 5 p. m. Telepnone 462. Ap
Paint Manufacturing Company
pointments made by mail.
etreet. Chicago, 111.
(No. 4176.)
OR RENT
LAWYERS.
and also, that I have compared t"ne following copy of the same, with the
f ooin s for
F ) It" HE NT Furnish ed
original thereof now on file, and de
Bernard 8. Rodey.
housekeeping. Large and airy. 524
W. Albuquerue,
ATTO RN
clare it to be a correct transcript
West Railroad avenue,
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
FOR
Three
unfurnished
RENT
and
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Given under my hand and the Great
one furnished house.
Also one business pertaining to the profession
Will
of
iu
practice
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
the
courts
all
terri
large store room. Enquire 312 W.
tory and before the United State
t the City of Santa Fe. the Capital,
Lead avenue.
day of Novem
Officers and Directors,
land office.
on this Twenty-nintsunny
room
Pleasant,
FOR
RENT
ber, A. D. 1905.
JOSHSTA S. RAYNOLDS
Ira M. Bond.
President
exposure,
private
with
eastern
in
M. W. FLOURNOT
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
Ylee Presides
family. Electric lights and bath.
Secretary of New Mexico.
FRANK
McKBE
Pensions,
Washington,
D.
N.
C.
W.,
Cashier
No. 315 West Icad avenue.
By W. V. WHITE, Assist. Secretary.
R. A. FROST
patents, copyrights, caveats
Assistant Cartier
rXJK KKNT
Apartments in Park lands, patents,
H.
RAYNOLDS
F.
marks,
claims.
Dirsctoc
trade
View terrace, eight rooms each; letter
The Ionic Paint Manufacturing Com
R. W. D. Bryan.
H
pany.
modern equipment throughout.
.
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
J fiSii,'
II. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
M. Office, First National
Certificate of Incorporation.
FOR"
Nicely furnished cot- - que, N.
RENT
Authorhwd Capital
We, the undersigned, in order to
'...oOO.OM.tH
tage flats, two and three rooms, $10 Bank building.
form a. corporation for the purposes
Paid Up Capital, 8urplus and Profits
.'.$260 ,000.0
E. W. Dobton.
$15 per month,
Norrls,
Mrs.
and
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWhereinafter stated, under and purOffice Crom
524 John street, east and of viaduct.
suant to the provisions of an act of
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Depository for Atchison, Topeka
rooms, Ey well block,
Santa Fs Railway Company
FOR RENT Furnished
the Legislative Assembly of the TerriJohn H. Stingle.
day.week or month; also for light
tory of New Mexico, entitled:
"An
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
Act. to Regulate the Formation and
West lad avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming, T. Armijo building, Albuquerque
Government of Corporations for MinN. M.
proprietress.
ing, Manufacturing, Industrial and
ARCHITECTS.
Other Pursuits," approved March 15,
FOR SALE
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
1906, do hereby certify as follows:
SELL, RENT 'ORTRADE Llst'your
rooms
Barnetl building
Name.
property with T. L. McSpaddon, 300
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
L The corporate
name Is Ionic
South Broadway.
Paint Manufacturing Company.
FOR
SALE .Must leave town, an
CIVIL ENGINEERS
Registered Office.
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
IL The registered office of the corOF ALBUQUERQUE
D. F. McCrolling.
dress. B. O., this office.
poration is No. 117 West Gold Avenue,
surveying an
Civil engineering,
FOR SALE New saddle. In flue ccm
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and The
ditlon. Will sell cheap. See L. M drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
Corporation. Organization and Manmatic 'phone 740.
Hentz, at E. .1. Post & So's.
agement Company is designated as the
CAPITAL .
....I100.000.M
FOR SALE Gentle driving or riding
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
statutory agent therein, In charge
pony, saddle and bridle. A bargain
DEPOSITS
....IIB0.OO0.M
Iherof. and upon whom process
502 South Second street.
$25.
A. L. Morgan.
against the corporation may be
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACFOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi.
served.
We have nd a very satisfactory rrowta sines Uis setabllsbmeat
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
ness for city property. T. L.
Principal Object.
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, ws bowls Uk
cheerfully furnished; job work solic300 South Broadway.
III. The objects for which the coran opportunity to show yon our superior facilities.
poration is established are primarily:
tiAa.t, A banusoroe Hardman ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
ton
To carry on the manufacture, mepiano, in fine condition and almost 911 North Second street, Albuquer0
chanical treatment, preparation, purnew, at a bargain.
0. N. MARRON. President. D. A. McPHERSON, Ties PrssideaC
For particu- que, N. M.
lars,
chase and sale at wholesale and retail,
call at this office.
I
1. B. HERN DON, Cash I sr. ROT McDONALD. AMWrtaat Caakisr.
Q
PHYSICIANS.
of all kinds of paints, colors, and of
FOR SALE OR TRADli
Are you ingrades,
all
shades and character
M. D.
terested in mines? I have some
A. L. MAHAFFEY,
thereof.
said t0 be good deals. Talk with Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Also the manufacture, mechanical
me. T. L. McSpaddon, 300 S. BroadRoom 25, Whiting building, over
treatment, preparation, purchase and
way.
Vann's drug store. Automat ic
sale, at wholesale and retail, of paint-ertelephone, 410.
FOR SALE Cheap, one or two good
supplies and kindred articles, all
) "OLD RELIABLE"
saddle ponies and one gentle family
ESTABLISHED 1878
C. H. CONNOR, MDb7"a
kinds of stains, varnishes. Japans,
driving horse; also to trade, a two- Osteopathic physician and surgeon W
water colors, shellacs, oils, calcamine,
wagon.
Ap
rig
for
seated
President New Mexico Board of Osteoenamel,
colors in oil, turply at Highland livery barn.
successfully
pathy.
All
diseases
pentines, white lead, zinc and oil. Arbuilding
Barnett
range,
in
Office
gasoline
FOR
treated.
Majestic
SALE
materials,
tists'
paints and colors of
9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
range,
Hours,
center
heating
library,
stove,
all kinds.
and dining tables, sewing machine, phones. Sundays by appointment.
Also the manufacture and mechanicrefrigerator,
draperies,
curtains,
al treatment, preparation, purchase
FALL TERM.
Navajo rugs, etc. All nearly new,
and sale, at wholesale and retail, of
120 South Arno street.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
all products necessary for the manfac-ture- ,
Monday, September 4, 1905.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
meciianieal treatment and prepLargest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries U
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman f) Carries the
aration of all articles hereinabove
In the Southwest.
200
$2,000.00 Tcrrltory of New Mexico, County of TO EXCHANGE Good improved city ship.
Eng
Typewriting,
Shorthand,
SS.
Bernalillo
mentioned.
property 'or vacant lots. T. L.
The postoffice address of each of
Mechanical
Spanish
Draw
lish,
and
was
This instrument
Also the manufacture, purchase and the incorporators is 117 West (Jold
filed for record
800 South Broadway.
V
lng.
on the 1st day of December, 1905, at
FARM AND
sale of all kinds of receptacles neces- Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TO EXCHANGE 1 have some ranches
DAY
AND
EVENING
SESSION.
9
m.
a.
sary for the preservation, sale and Limitation on
o'clock
T. L.
property.
to
city
for
trade
Stockhelders'
Power
to
or
particulars,
address
call
For
RecIn
Vol.
"B,"
of
Misc.
Recorded
transportation of the articles herein
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
ALBUQUERUE, N.
Examine Stock and Transfer
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
- mentioned.
ords of said count v, folio 50.
McSPADDEN
Books.
The exchange man.
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
A.
J.
SUMMERS.
Also tlve purchase and sale of genSee him for business exchanges.
Library building, East Railroad aveVI. The corporation shall keep at
Recorder.
eral merchandise of every description,
300 South Broadway.
nue.
including the acquisition by purchase, its registered office in this Teintory
LOST.
For Cracked Hands.'
manufacture or otherwise of machin- the transfer books, In which the transASSAYERS.
ery, supplies and other articles neces- fers of Btock shall be registered, and
Rough skin and cracked hands are LOST A fur boa, lost on the road to
books,
which
shall
contain
the
stock
sary or convenient for the use in conCORBET & COLLINS,
Camp Birnie. Leave at this office
not only cured by De Witt's Hazel
United
Civil and Mining Engineers.
nection with the carrying on of the the names and addresses of stockhold- Salve, but an occasional application
and receive reward.
by
held
ers
shares
the
of
number
and
business herein mentioned, or any
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
will keep the skin soft and smooth. 1XJST Gold bracelet, carrying initial
all
respectively,
shall
at
which
thein
part thereof.
ASSAYERS.
Best for Eczema, Cuts, Burns, Bolls,
P. Finder please return to tnis
An odd combination; valuable to any bnsiness.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
Also to purchase any particular re times during the usual hours of busi Etc. The genuine DeWitt's
Witch
and receive reward.
a
ness
be
inspection
to
the
of
otren
The higbesl class of salesmen lo be found.
cipes, formulae and other information
Hazel Salve affords immediate relief
RAILROAD TICKETS.
Give Your Stomach Rest.
as to the process of manufacture ana stockholder in person with respect to in all forms of Blind, Bleeding, ItchCut Rates.
his
as
or
stockholder,
Interest
such
ing and Protruding Piles. Sold by al
Nothing will cure indigestion that
the right to manufacture and deal in. for a
For reduced rates to and from all
lmriKise germane to his status druggists.
any or all, of the articles herein mendoesn't digest the food, itself, and points, go to Paulsen's Association
as
upon
such,
writing
application
in
tioned, or any part thereof.
give tho stomach rest. You can't ex- Rialroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
to the registered agent of the corpor
pect that a weak stomach will regain bought, sold and exchanged.
Subsidiary Purpose! and Powers.
WEBSTER'S
IMPERIAL
in
charge
ation
advertise and sell do both more effectively
office
of
and
such
As subsidiary to and in connection
Its strength and get well when it is
Having
Uioks;
the
custody
of
said
but'
with tho foregoing, from time to time,
a
compelled
to
full
that
work
the
do
than aiiy other one thing applied directly.
DICTIONARY THE BEST
me registered agent may retuse perWILLING HELPERS.
the corporation may:
You
stomach should do.
sound
any
to
exto
mission
If
stockholder
helper,
s
a
Wha''s the use of
They are doing it every day for many firms
Manufacture, purchase or otherwise
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get
acquire goods, wares, merchandise amine ihe same (except as to entries THE ONLY NEW COMPLETE WEB- well when it is compelled to do a full s he isn't willing? Willingness Is it
affecting
alhy
tae
shares
owned
such
will
uniplo
which
mantle
an
STER'S DICTIONARY ISSUED IN day's work every day of the week.
and personal property of every class stockholder!,
unless and until satis
,
and description, and hold, own,
FOURTEEN YEARS.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect di- - eT most covtr all the sins of serv- - if
fied
eXi'minatlon
such
that
and
the
Ice. But a classified advertiseregarddigests
gestant
sell or otherwise dispose of, inf.il
food
the
and
d thereby are
illation to lie
"It is not what a publisncr says of less of tne condition of your stomach.
ment in Tho Evening Citizen ll a
trade, deal In and deal with the same.
in a way that is most important at ibis nine of
willing helper that is not only
Acquire .and undertake the good- for a legitimate purpose and not for his productions, but what others say Relieves Indigestion, Belching. Sour
s"
a
the
hostile
of
Is
competent,
lo
interests
piirposo
also
weight
You'll
authorgives
that
of
them the
but
the year the time of heaviest buying.
will, property, rights, franchises, conand all stomach disorders. 4 absolutely wo:
or its Individual ity." Business men, newspapers and Stomach,
the corporation
Kit. It works all
a willing
tracts and assets of every manner and stockholders,
Sold by nil druggists.
be Interested In what we can tell you about the
and ihe determination college presidents and professors join
the time for you. It is the best 4
kind, and the liabilities of any peru
4 and most economical publicity in
son, firm, association or corporation, of the registered agent shall be final, iu praising this great work.
FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
VALUE OF LIGHTS
upon all stockThe best and most practical, as
the world.
II. E. No. 57i;a.
either wholly or In part, and pay for conclusive and binding
r well as ihe latest complete dictionary
all persons claiming
the same in cash, stock or bonds of holders and
t
t
OfDepartment
of tne Interior. Land
such stockholders.
of Ihe English language, glvinir
tno
the corporation, or otherwise.
fice at Satua IV, New Mexico, Ocspelling, pronunciation, etymology and
The Albuquerqu3 Gas, Electric Light & Power Company
Regulations Respecting Directors.
Enter into, make, perform and carry
31,
l'.'o.".
tober
SAM KEE
VII. in furtherance and not In lim definition of words, together wllh
out contracts of every kind and for
folgiven
pretty
the
Notice is hereby
that
says that he has lots of
conIt
any lawful purpohe with any person, itation of the irowers conferred by thousands of illustrations.
lowing named settler has filed notice
things, comprising Toys, Indian 4
statute, the Hoard of Dm dors art ex tains also a gazeleor of the world, of his Intention
Arm, association or corporation.
proof
final
to make
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and
bused upon tne latest census returns
Issue bonds, debentures or obliga- pressly aiithorioed:
In support of bis claim, and that said
Chinese and Japanese goods, for I
To bold th' lr meetings, lo have om and ofllcial climates.
proproof
s
be
before
the
will
mad
Christmas.
WE FILL
A dictionary of authors, with lilies
or more ol flees, and to ktcp I he books
Mex
New
Albuquerque,
4
bate
clerk
Street.
at
Second
215
South
i heir principal
of
works.
of the corporation within or, except as
Ico, on December G, 1905, viz.. Gel
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
A dictienaiy of quoted
'll t
Iiatlk
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
otherwise provided by statute, withrude Hcco, willow of Francisco Heco,
mythology, legend, deceased,
out tin- Territory of New Mexico, at standard fiction,
county,
the
Valencia
for
of
Furious Fighting.
siieli places as in.iy fiom time to time, etc., serving as a key to literary al- si. SEU. .VWU SE'4, SWU NE'i.
203 W. Railroad Avt.
At Consistent Prices '
lusions.
years." writes George
seven
be uesljilialed by belli.
Every cup of coffee contains
"For
12
of
north,
township
28.
section
I
W
or
by
Harper,
sale
Wash..
and
Geo.
Published
for
t
Hoffman,
W.
To determine, from time
which
that thing
time.
forces
raiiK 7 west.
wiih chronic
battle,
whether, and. if allowed, under what Ogilvie. Iti'j Randolph street, Chicago
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Who Will Get This Office Next

Year is a Very Puzzling Question.
ARE

THREE.

,

East rsi AddHtiosiHigMsiMdl.

sec-lio-

the territory.

There arc, however, other candidates, and there is, therefore, a light
Is
for tlio position. The New Mexican
Informed from Albuquerque that Cap-tai- u
W. E. Damt, clerk of the Second Judicial district court, went to
Washington to help Mr. Foraker for
Among t lie ether candidates, according to report. Is A. G. Dawson, a
well known citizen of Raton, who is
in the cattle bunl'iess. In Colfax county. Mr. Dawson has been a resident
of the teiritory since boyhood, and is
today In the prime of life. He Is a
strong republican, a man of clean re
cord, and good hab'ts, and has all the
necessary qualifications for a good or
ficlal. Ho has local endorsements, as
well as the i t commendations of sev
eral numbers of the "Rough Riders.
It is also said that Samuel H. El- kins, postmaster at Colnmbla, Mis
sourl, for the past four years, and a
brother of United States Senator Ste
phen D. Elkins, Is also a candidate
for the P1 Kition. Mr. Elkins was a
cirdtdste eight years ago, when Pres
ident McKinley was Inaugurated, but
ihc Foraker Influence was too strong,
and Crelghton M. Foraker secured the
pli'm.
Mr. Elkins Is engaged In mining in
the southern part of Santa Fe county
on the Ortiz mine grant, having had a
leape on what is known as the "Cun
ningham mine" for a long term of
years, and he and his associates are
working th mining property at this
time.
It. is presumed that a nomination
for the position will be sent by the
president to the senate shortly after
the assembling of congress this week.
The name of the man who has been
selected Is as yet not known.
The latest Information concerning
the appointment of United States marshal for New Mexico Is to the effect
that the present marshal, Crelghton
M. Foraker, stands a very good chance
to succeed himself. He has been endorsed by Governor Otero, Chairman
Bursum, National Committeeman Luna
and other republican leaders.

We can now only say, things look good for (906 and if you want
to make a quick profit buy this month at present prices and terms.

$125, $150 to $200 per

SURETY INVESTMENT

The Torture of a Preacher.
The story of tbe torture of Rev. O.
1). Moure, pastor of the Baptist church
of Harpersvllle, N. Y., will Interest
you.
He says: "I suffered agonies
because of a persistent cough,, re
suiting from the grip. I tried to
sleep sKting up in bed. I tried many
remedies without relief, until I took
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con
sumption. Coughs and Colds, which
entirely cured my cough and saved
me from consumption." A grand cure
for diseased conditions of the Throat
Price
and lungs. At nil druggists.
Trial bot
and $1, guaranteed.
Ties free.

'(

CORNER STONE OF NEW
ROSWELL HOSPITAL LAID.
A dispatch from Roswell, dated December 3, says: The corner stone of
St. Mary's hospital, being built by the
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, was
laid this afternoon in the presence of
J,iK0 people, by Hon. Herbert J.
the new governor of New
Mexico. The stone was blessed with
who
Holy water by Father Herbert,
jtlso placed coins from one cent to one
dollar beneat'n it.
The opening address was made by
Mr. Hagerman, who was followed by
Father Herbert. The speakers were
introduced by Mayor J. F. Hlnkle. The
Hinds for the erection of the hospital
were- obtained by public subscription,
and when It Is completed it will cost
about l:T,,0O0. All classes of patients
will bp treated.
-
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Alberta Gallatin, who will appear at
the opera bouse Friday, Dec. 8. Is possessed of the most charming personalities to be found among the women
on the American stage. Her personal
beauty Is great, but It is her great
heart and ineffably sweet nature, comand
bined with infinite cleverness
ability as an actress, that has assisted
rung
her so greatly toward the high
on the ladder of fame that she now
occupies. And again. Miss Gallatin
Is always fortunate in picking out a
suitable play for a display of her tal-- ,
ents. This season it is "Cousin Kate,"
In which she Is starring.
The piece
Is without doubt one of the cleverest

at the
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vSays

son theater. New York, which house
it opened. The. play had an entire
season In New York and also one In
I ondon, and in
both cities was awarded the highest praise by all who
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Clear the Way.
The mission of "Karly Rlsr" is
to clear the way and give Nature full
sway. These famous little pills rid
the stomach and bowels of all putrid
matter, thus removing the causes of
headache, constipation, sallow complexion, etc.
DeWltt's IJttle Early
Ribera never gripe or sicken. A t.afe,
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton,
REPAIR SHOP.
at Valley City, N. I).,
hotel clerk
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
says: "Two bottles of these Famous
up
and crated for shipment.
Little Tills cured me of chronic con- ture set
Rear ot Walton'i drug store.
stipation." Sold by all druggists.
L, H. SHOEMAKER.
Blue Label goods niakcM them all
Hawley on the corner, opposite the
step inside, at Conroy's.
postoffice, doe kodak finishing. Flrt-clatwork guaranteed.
A Fearful Fate
U is' a fearful fat ; to bave to ,
IvitN AND WOMtiY
m ftiir ii f r iintntrnra!
tbe terrible torture of ptlts "I
bay."
can truthfully
t.'.s.rj-- J
writes Il.'nry
t loitfc
i:
n .i;u tn
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l,t Millie ur.
t'olson. of Masonvllb. Icwa, "that for
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There's a Reason."

H.

305 West Railroad Avenue

Avenue

Department of the Interior. Land Office at Santa Ke, New Mexico, October 31. I'1"!".
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will bo made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 6, 1H05, viz., Juan
Rautlste Kowemtsneb, of Valencia
county, New Mexico, for the S
NWV4, NVi SW'4, section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
continuous residence
to prove hi
upon
and cultivation of said land,
nortrndea Hero. .Tone Gonzales.
Hlsenta Alonza and Teodoro Howto,
all of Laguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL K. OTERO,
Register.
v--

w

FOR

NOTICE

Another thing Is the securing of
Wle-hi Ms wiiileolf the mat.
wrest
ling with a much heavier cim" inental
opponent I invariably found thai l
was be ing continually forced off 'he
mat. whic h Is one of the irh-kof foreign wrestlers to gain a better bold.
It is the practice of the foreign wrestlers to thus hobl ti ii: opiMineuts and
then, when tne strctiiuli is efhausted,
to turn them over. The Jap has gone
to London with bis native style, but
one would not call ihat wrestling. It
ntjis purely a rouli and tumble show.

in without
If a wreath r cannot
Dec. 6. Special Com- causing excessive pain and bodily inmissioner Henry VWllman has been jury, to his rival, then it could not be
selected as the one before whom called wrestling. A referee should
Rockefeller, Flagler. Rogers and a have it wiibln bis power to compel
dozen otner rich men will be brought a competitor to release a l ick which
in the fcuit which has been instituted could not lead to a fa'l and which
against the Standard Oil company, by was merely put on to punish an opthe state of Missouri. It Is expected ponent.
The effect ol a strangle bold is tout
that tlu trial of this cate will vie In
sensational developments wlih the in- In time It puts a man into an unconscious state. I know of no other hold
surance invebtlgat ion.
Comniisioner Wollman u not new that cannot be got clear t. The
is used to up.-- . t an oponent
to this manner of trial. It was before him that the shipbuilding suit ard not to inflict injui)
In my opinion the full N- ls iu mioiiM
was tried, the first of the big investigations into the mode ol money get- be barred, also tie l.u inn of ruini s.
the
ting ot the trust makers of the
lu this country ihr- - do no;
double Nelson, but tlit v should do so.

come from Starved

305 West Railroad

.Should be

catch-as-catch-

FEELINGS

s

Strangle Hold

i

RICKETY

up-to-da- te

endeavor to secure another match
with his old enemy. Jenkins.
The
muH), If arranged, will not take place
In the east. No more eastern crowds
Des Moines,
or referees for Gotch.
la., will have first bid. Des Moines
puVed off
more important
has
matches In the- - past four months than
auv other city in .the country. These
matches have been promoted by Doej
r nimore, anci ne win nave cnarge or
the
affair. If It takes
place In this city. .

Raymond Teal, the merry minstrel,
and his company of players, will play
a return dato at the Elks opera house
Saturday
giving two performances,
afternoon and evening, Dec. 9. This ;
company will present a new program
trom the one given when they
appeared here before. Monday even
By Tom Jenkins,
ing, November 27. Special prices for American Wrestler, now Instruct
t its engagement
will prevail:
Matl
West l'olnt.
ncje, 15 and 25 cents; evening, 25, ?,5
an
The styles In
and r0 cents.
wrestling meiliods as practiced in
F.ngland and America differ In Ihis
TO WIELD THE PROBE
respect, thai in America only the
strangle hold is barred. The strangle
hold is a bold to punish a man and
WOLLMAN.
THE COMMISSIONER,
TO INVESTIGATE DOINGS OF OIL that Is not what is wanted in wrestling.
New

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens,. Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.
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HERE SATURDAY

.

Moines.

(rotch-Jenkin-

Hud-

WITH OUR NEEDS

Iowa, Dec. 6. Frank
actor. For ten weeks, begin
ning Mouday, the
of Am
erica will appear nightly nn the vaudeville stage In several large cities.
Gotch gets $300 a week for meeting
all comers. The management offers
Jloo to the man who can stay l!i minutes
with the young lownn.
While on tbe vaudeville teur notch

j

T

scrffed unlimited success

BUILDING

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

COUSIN KATE COMING

BARONS.

Sf5

LAST NIGHT

The "Marriage of Kitty," as pre
opera
at
house last even
sented
the
ing by the Jules Murry company, was
greeted by a large and aellghted audience. Miss Alice H. Johnson in the
title role was supported by a very
evenly balanced cast which gave the
production a first class interpretation.
Miss Johnson is an actress of unusual
ability. She shone before the footlights In regal supremacy, injecting
a life and ginger into the sparkling
comedy which could only be manipulated so successfully by a capable
thont rln! f1nhritv such HS MiftS
Johnson is. Not a suggestive line occurs in the whole performance, it be- Ing from beginning to end, clean and
wholesome,

MINSTRELS

il

Owners

D--

JANUARY. NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW
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MATTERS

Postmasters Appointed.
Antonio M. Herrera has been appointed pestmasUr at Coyote, Rio
county, vice- Jose I. Garcia, re
moved. Clara W. Faranghy has been
appointed postmaster at Fort Bayard.
"Irant, county, vice Mi.-- .Josie C. Murray, riigned.
Mineral Entry.
The following mineral entry has
been made in the United States land
W. H. Kennedy, of Santa Fe,
tlice:
Charles V. Eaaley, attorney for the
Iron King group, located in the Mesa
wining district, Santa Fe county, and
Including the following properties:
Iron King lode, Iron Queen lode, and
Monitor lode.

CO.,

LATEST TO
GO INTO VAUDEVILLE

Q0000000

CLOSED ON LAKES.
Chicago, III., Dec. 6. The shipping
season on the lakes closes officially

today and all marine Insurance em
pires. It is asserted that the closing
of the season finds the coal situation
along the lakes highly unsatisfactory.
The demands for coal huve been far
greater than "the supply, principally owing to the shortage of cars. The latter was caused by the fact that, during the summer there was a great
tack of men to handle the coal at
the docks. During the month of August there were days when there were
mere than 3.000 car at the lake front
to be unloaded.

$10 Down, Balance $1 per Week

Lot-O- nly

MARK WHAT WE SAY: Yott will miss it, if you leave this
opportunity slip by. Look for the man with the white horse, he
will show you the LOTS.

SHIPPING SEASON

OFFICIAL

PAGE

On January 1st, we willy for a time, withdraw from the market
all remaining unsold lots in the

Sayt the New Mexican In commentThe
ing on federal appointments:
office of United States marshal for
New M txico la one of the neatest and
nicest In the gift of the president.
There Ih not much to do, and the salof
ary amounui to the goodly sum
$5,000 per year. Crelghton M. Fora-ke- r
has enjoyed this plum for eight
candidate for
years. He Is
and it Is understood he Is
ndors-eby citizens from various
of
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JOINT STATEHOOD
The president on joint statehood found a lillle
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stick
fully as effectual as the big stick with which ho brained
the lawless corporations; and, Incidentally ,tt will soon
be quite amusing to see the speed with which the antls
will tumble over themselves In trvlnir to cet into tho liand
wagon.
Rats always forsake a sinking ship.
The president's utterance on statehood for the territories was a model Illustration of that anciently lauded
virtue of "much la little." Clear, concise, incisive, un- -,
Answerable, It disposes of the statehood question by pre-- :
venting it in an absolutely new light, which Is not only
recognised as Irrefutable at the first glance but which
causing everyone Interested In the question to ask hltn-- ;
self Why hadn't I thought of that before?
The president's position Is that territorial entitles
have been created out of the public domain for conven-- i
ionce of administration, and that such creation confers
upon the territories no rights whether of continued ex-- !
istence, intactness of boundaries, preservation of names,
or silly sentinientalism of any kind which the nation
most observe when It undertakes to form a new state,
The territories, when segregated from the general Jo- main, never ceased to be national property; and when In
the wisdom of the national government the general good
r tho American nomila la In ho advanced hv conferring
upon certain territories or parts of territories or aggregation of territories, the blessings of statehood, the sole
question to be asked Is not what certain sentimental
grannies and chronic office holders and grasping cor- of the owners of these territories, who are the American people at large T
In the light of this aspect of the question, which tue
preseldent makes as clear as a sunbeam, the. utterances
of Mark Smith, of Arizona, and James Graham McNary, proprietor of thd Las Vegas Optic, together, look
about like fifteen cents.
"Common decency to the people of Arizona." as Mr. Smith puts it, has been so flattened out that It Is safe to say it will never again be
made to do duty, even in the continued absence of all
Mr. McNary, who by the way, comes out
Argument.
for the first time In favor of no statehood, though the
utterances of the Optic have all been In favor of single
statehood only as a preference Mr. McNary says, "we
do not want this thing, and the more Beverldge and his
colleagues say we must take It, the more our Americanism exclaims that we will not take it." Thanks are due
to Mr. McNary for two facts, not before known. They
are tnat he has been in tne territory ftrty years, and
that the president Is a colleague of Senator Beverldge.

NEGRO IN WOODPILE
The Morning
certainly

Journal is
one of the most
of facility In eating crow," "to foe
found in the public press of this day and country.
But
yesterday almost proved too much for even its capacity.
Having published a telegram, .yesterday morning, which
was a lie from beginning to end, and the falsity of it
having been exposed in The Citizen last evening, the
Journal of course had to take it all back this morning.
However, it was a bitter pill and In the effort to make
it more palatable, the retracted falsehood was covered
over with a fake "special" concocted as usual in the
,
Journal's own office.
However, in this instance the Journal was us much
sinned against as it was a sinner.
In fact Its main fault
in connection with this particular case was its proverbial
anxiety to injure any and every enterprise of this city
or territory, regardless of the general value of such enterprise, if only there be connected with It some person
or persons against whom the Journal has arbitrarily
assumed a grudge.
This well known peculiarity of the
morning paper is much to be regretted.
But in the present case the Journal did receive tha
telegram published. It was not, like so many telegrams
published by it, made In its own office; and thereby
hangs a tale. This fake, because absolutely false, telegram came to Denver and was published by the Iiepubr
lican and the News of that city, each as a special to its
own paper.
At Denver this double special was slightly
altered in words but not in statements, and from ther
ent out as an Associated Pretts telegram to the Albuquerque Journal and the El Paso Times.
The recent Investigation of the Insurance companies
In New York has shown that those companies yearly
expend large sums In salaries to uewspaper men, the
supreme duty of whom Is to procure publication in telegraph form of absolutely false mutter.
Now it is evlr
dent that the telegrams sent out from Pennsylvania about
the Pennsylvania Development company, and which the
Journal has so eagerly published, are of this Identical
character.
It is also evident that the purpose of these
telegrams is to damage the Development company, lower
the credit of the Santa Fe Ceutral, and defeat the building of the Albuquerque Eastern.
The Citizen is glad to learn that the officials of the
Development company are determined to unearth the
origin of those telegrams and expose the parties who are
endeavoring to Injure their property; and The Cltlzeen
hereby expresses the earnest desire, in which it will be
Joind by many In New Mexico, that the Journal shall
hereafter more carefully consider the subject matter
or its news, and cease lending itself as a willing instrument to all who may desire to injure territorial and city

remarkable Instances
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THURSDAY NIGHT

Christmas Neckwear

The choir of St- John's church will
give a recital In the Guild hall, Thursday evening, Dec. 7, at 8 o'clock. Refreshments served. Admission 25c.
-

PROGRAM.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
I recommend that Indian Territory
and Oklahoma
admitted a on state, and that New Mexico and Arizona
be admitted
on state.
There is no obligation upon
ua to treat territorial aubdivisidns, which are a matter of
convenience only, as binding on the question of admission to statehood.
Nothing hat taken up more time in the congress
duhing the past few years than the question as to the
statehood to be granted to the four territories above mentioned, and, after consideration of all that has been developed in the discussion of the question, I recommend
that they be Immediately admitted as two states. There
is no Justification for further delay; and the advisability
of making the four territories into two states has been
clearly established.
In some of the territories the legislative assemblies
Issue licenses for gambling.
The congress should by
law forbid this practice, the harmful results of which are
obvious at 'a glance. President Roosevelt.
Kean St. Chas. of Kingman.

J. F. Wilson refuses to accept Editor Bird's
challenge to publicly debate the joint statehood question.
This Is the first time from til to 1905 that the colonel
has sounded, the retreat. It Is not possible the colonel
Col.

Piano nolo

Selected

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RECEIVE HE
WIIJJ ALWAYS
HB EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY
OF

Miss Lillian Hesselden.
Soprano solo. "Bid Me to Love"..
IVAiivergne Barnard
Mis. Myra Sadler.
Violin solo .
Selected
Mr. A. W. Hadden.
Bartone solo "The Bandolier"

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WE HAVE A BEAUTIFUL' LINK OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN BVERY SU
U'B AND STYLK
THAT 13 CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS I OCA! ITY
AND CAVNOT
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

Stuart

1esllu

Mr. Frank Curtln.
Whistling solo, "Manzanlllo"

Arthur Robyo

Mr. Ifonurd Miller.
Soprano solo, "Father's Boat"
Mrs. A. O. Harrison.

Tenor solo,

Pontet

love's Sorrow"

I

Harry Rowe Shelly
Mr. J. W. Hetherlngton.
Ladles Quartette, "love's Old Sweet I
Maloy'
Mesdames Harrison, Lyon, Hulibs
and Decker.
!

.

Leading Neckwiear Makers

s"

THERE IS ONLY ONE) PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND
THT IS AT
MAN'S STORE.
HE'LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD
THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR. SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

DOG ATTACKED LADY

The attention of Chief of Police Me- callei f evenlnu tn a nna
said to be owned by Frank A. Hub- iieii, which pounced upon a young
lady near tho Huhbell residence The
chief has notified Mr. Hubbell that he
win have to keep his canine tied up
In the future.
The vonnv ntv m.
ferred to lives at the corner of Edith
and Iron avenue.
Millin was

New Mexico's Next Governor.
m
"I am in favor of Joint statehood for New Mexico
and Arizona, if It can be secured on terms which are fair

and it seems to me that the. time has come when the
11
sfatehood question should be settled.
Its agitation for so many years has done New Mexico
great harm by creatolng an unsettled state of feeling,
prejudicial alike to our political and material interests,
to have the question properly settled, once for all, would
good.
do vast and
The people would know
what their permanent political future Is, uud they would
resolutely set themselves to work to adjust themselves
to II." H. J. Hagerman.
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Keep at congress for Jointure, said T. 1). Casanega,
to The Oasis editor. You are right. The
people of Arizona and New Mexiao need
with a railway commission which will regulate frieghts
and fares, and a board of equalization which will regulate
taxation so the railways and big producing mines will
bear a fair share of the burdens of government.
The
only way to secure the reforms needed Will be by having
a state government elected by the people and responsible
to the people. Put me down for statehood; any old kind,
and the quicker the better.
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LEARN ARB & LINDEMANN'S

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

Melini & Eakin
Albuquerque,
New

Established in,

Mexico.
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DECEMBER

Senate and House.
Kane, Shipman & Colvin
!" Washington, Dec. 6. Chlarman Beverldge, of the
senate Committee on territories, was in conference with
Present
republican party leaders last night, among thorn Speaker
Cannon. Statehood was discussed and it was announced
ALBERTA GALLATIN
after tho meeting that there would bo an omnibus bill
passed this session, or no bill at all.
"
This la the bill
......
in
admitting Oklahoma and Indian 'Territory as one state,
and New Mexico and Arizona as another.
It Is con- The London ' and New York Comedy
Success,
ceded at all hands that such a bill will become a law
at this session. Telegram.
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THE SQUARE MUSIC

1900.
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Return Date of

NOTHING
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THE TITLE.

HOUSE
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Installment Plan

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold 6r Exchanged

BORRADAILE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Tim of Labor
and Monoy

enterprises.

Tho savlnc ml Hmrn ma w
Tho aavtiia of liisr wan)
avlnn of mmv hmm
the saving can hoot fc
metalling

Something' Nice

for

.

lino.

Prices

Tlhis Space

Doctor's Humorous
Reply to Patient

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

In

Old otovoo taken
THE McBRAIN

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS
Kasuiian Kodaks and Phtographic
Supplies
Pine Stationery. Huyler'a & Lowney's Candles
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

0.

BARN ETT BUILDING

RAILROAD

FURJIITURE

CO.,

205 Bold Are.

V

R. m. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Oro, Coal and Lumber Cars; flhaftlagi,
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Rabbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front (or
Buildings.
mopmlr on Mining and mill Msehlnory a poclmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

0
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I

Oil

Found ry and

K

TO
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Mac h ine

N K W K I j Tj

Santa F'e Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining room.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.

& COMPANY
205 WEST

at a fair valuation.

W o r ks

Alb u q uerque

A. MATSON

AM

In dollars and oofits thy ooet it mora. In quaMtar ttwy art
auperior. In durability t hey last longoe. OnoHhlrd (otter than
any other. You are moot oordlotly invited to mxmmim owPnowr

in

00000000000XX00

TIM

PENINSULAR RANGE

HOLIDAYS

s

11

Easy Payments

IRON BEDS, BEDDING.
ART SQUARES.

Picking Out Positions.
Former Governor L. C. Hughes is the logical leader
of the few joint statehood advocates lu the territory,
and If the bill eventually passes, he will bo the logical
candidate of the Arizona forces for governor of the new
state.
Allen T. Bird, of Nogales, and B. S. Rodey, of
New Mexico, wlU be the logical candidates for the United
States 'senate. Tucson Post.

1

Sill (BIT S

FURNITURE,

.........

n,

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

114

The All Star Specialty Co.

HENRY DAVIS.
Matinee Prices
lilc aud 25c
United States Attorney.
25c. ?,:, and BOc
"You may say for me," said Major W. H. H. Llewel-ly- Direct from the Hudson Theater, New Night Prices
York.
when leaving for the north today, "that while 1 have
been a long and consistent advocate of separate state- -'
Prices during this engagement, "Ho,
Seats on sale Friday morning at
s
$1 and $l.ii0.
hood, and still believe in justice New Mexico Rhould
Seats on sale at
ou Wednesday, December 6.
Matson's book store.
a separate state, that with the president and the
new governor against us, I believe joint statehood Is the
only k.lnd possible, and I believe we should accept that
form rather than remain longer a territory." Optic.

Territorial Jointure Meeting.
Absence of The Oasis editor from the Joint statehood
meeting at Tucson Monday of last week seems to worry
Mr. Bird was not needed
the. Douglas Dispatch greatly.
there at that time. That's all there Is to that. When
"Fewer acres and better farming," Is what F. D. the territorial jointure meeting is In session, a couple
Coburn, secretary of the Mate board of agriculture of of weeks hence, he will be there. Nogales Oasis.
Kansas, says should be the farmers' Ideal now.
Mr.
Coburn loathes a fad and when he retires from service
Municipal Action.
it can never be said tjiut Kansas has lost time in agriThe city councils of Albuquerque and Santa Fe and
progress
through the chasing of chimerical little the Farmington board
cultural
of trade have passed resolutions
birds that fly after success In agriculture by any royal iu favor of
Joint statehood and copies were sent to the
road except that of intelligent work. Thorough tillagtj president, the
presiding officers of both houses of conof the soil, and good seed Is the ground work upon which gress
and the chairman of the committee on territories
Mr. Coburn bases his Btaudard and certainly Kansas
in each house.
beats the world for doing things when she om-on
the right track.
"I came to this state f a time when it was considered foolhardy for anyone to attempt to farm profitably. There was no agricultural future after you crossed
me Missouri, in the general opinion of the world of that
We began to farm Just the same and each time
time.
that a man located bis farm west of yours lie was considered a little more daring and adventurous than the tXKOOOCKXKXXX)XX0XXXXXXX)00
fellow just before him.
This going on and on, pushing
A prominent
beyond the supposed agricultural belt by the newcomers ulous requests Boston physician tels of the many ridicthat were received by Investigators iu
widened the' arable districts gradually until now the connection with tho Kountgen
rays when the experiments
Kaunas farmer has pushed the unprofitable lands off of were lirst taken up in
city.
that
Hundreds of applicathe map and we have a state made up of one vast rich tions were received from various parts
of New England
agricultural tract and valuable herds of cattle pasture on from Individuals who
had or Imagined they had, bullets
lands once relegated to the buffalo."
and sundry other foreign substances in the different
portions of their anatomies.
one investigator received
The number of telegrams, led by Hi
two dally a most remarkable request from a man living in Haverpapers, sent to President Uoo.sevelt lust night, wus very hill, Mass.
His communication was couched iu somelarge, running up into dozens.
They certainly will leave thing like the following form:
no doubt upon the mind of the chief executive as to the
"1 have had a bullet In my thorax for nigh outo ten
sentiment of New Mexico's metropolis In its approval of years, and. as I am too busily engaged
all day to come
bis policy concerning statehood.
I.et the anils r.mr and
Boston, I trust that you will find It convenient to come
imagine a vain thing. Joint statehood has behind it Hie to
here and locate the bullet.
am positive the case
Heutinient of the nation, of congress and of l be national would Well repay your coining.
But
if you can not come
administration
yourself, then send your apparatus and I'll get one of our
locu) doctors to use it."
The Cnited Slates Geological Suney ..ays lh.it ihe
The medical man to whom this letter was addressed
geologic conditions in New Mexico are less known than being
of a humorous turn, his reply was as follows:
hi uny other region of e.pial size In the 1'nited Slates.
"To my regret I shall bo unable to visit you; nor
This U another argument for statehood.
Then we could can
send you
apparatus.
But, n the event that
take our place at the family board and enjoy our share you should ml the
It absolutely Impossible to visit Boston,
goo.)
of tho
things, Instead of getting only step-fathif you will send me your thorax, I assure you that I will
blessings.
do the best I can for you." Success Magazine,

ooooo

FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especially for cakeji
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor is fine and
delicate, it baa fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family
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206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

ELKS' THEATRE
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8ome Best Citizens, i
The Tucson Joint statehood advocates bold a meeting yesterday and wired their views to tho president.
The Enterprise always holds that every man has tho
right to hold and express his opinions, Vind while some
of Arizona's best citizens are found In the joint statehood
ranks, yet we cunnot but think that they are mistaken,
and laboring to secure something that would be very
disastrous to Arizona's interests should they succeed.
Phoenix Enterprise.

I

has been, since the celebration became a custom, one or its most
celebrated features.
Every age has done Its best to glorify with
melody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show you that the present century
lias reached the highest point of perfection In musical instruments.
See and luar the beautiful CHICKERING BROS., BUSH &
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE,
and
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us in
southwest.
Our prices and terms place musical Instruments wltaJn th
reach of every home, no matter how humble, The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
RECORDS can lie seen and heard at

The "Franciscan"
Cordial Bitters
(fflf
ttH

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

O

Is running out of air, so he must consider ho Is overmatched by Colonel Bird.
It Is hard to believe In Col
Mrs. Ivan Grnnsfelrt will give
onel Wilson's case that the Osier theory loves a shlulng church tea at her residence, 1009 Westa
mark.
I ijeras
avenue, from 2:30 to 6 o'clock
Tenderly lay the Colonel away;
Saturday. December 9. The public Is
Ily the mineral hills of Yavapai.
cordially Invited.
He has been some pumpkins In his day,
Drive up to Conroy's and see the
But growing years will have their say.
display of Blue
goods he has.
'
Our Mineral Wealtn.

FEWER ACRES

DECEMBER (, 1905.

I'nder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
AVE.

C. E. SUNTAGG,

Proprietor.
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ALHUQUEliQUE EVENING CITIZEN
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BROUGHT RESULTS

ADOPT CONSTITUTION

SENT TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

Commercial Club Meeting How a Prospective Bride
Selected a Finance
came One in Reality by Her
Delighted Citizens of New Mexico and Arizona
Committee.
Excellent Forethought.
Pleased Over President's Joint State-

Be-

hood Recommendations.

PEOPLE

COLORED

FIVE.

MOTHER'S ARRIYAL

ASSOCIATED CHARITIES

TELEGRAMS

PAGE

ENTHUSIASTIC

Sml

Furs

Xnmas

NUPTIALS
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"NOT THEN. - - - BUT NOW

99
people Interested
Tlie iiunimani ic business methods
tn
near
spoiling
a
came
probate
of
clerk
the Associated Charities, Including
finale of a romance which bad its
President Kaplan and members of the the
i iiimiiia inn in a imhi i ihic' line
hm.
board of control met in the parlors of night
the Commercial club yesterday after;ir. and Mrs. N. I.. Kihc. accomnoon ami adopted the constitution and panied by Mrs. King' bister. Miss
c
by laws, as published In Tne Citizen Adelaide Schormoyer, arrived In
from Santa Ke,
yesterday
on November 2;!. with a few minor
where i hey were Joined by Charles E.
amendments.
The meeting nlso elected a finnnre Doll, the iatter and Miss Schormoyer
committee of men who will lmmedl-- proceeding to the office of the probate
tely take up the work of soliciting clerk, where thev made application
unds. rendering: assistance to the so- - for a marriage license.
The clerk scented a romance he
Melting committees of ladies from the
different churches. On this eommit- - was eager to assist, and proceeded
i! were apiiolnted fabbi Kaplan, to fill out the necessary papers. When
Rev. Barron. Rev. Harrison, D. A. almost completed he asked the brtde's
Macpberson and the Rev. Crawford. age. This was the critical moment.
THH CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF AIX A HANDSOME TOR.
The matter of selecting a headquar-- She told. Being under age, the clerk
ers office for the association was left refused them the license.
BEAUTIFUL FUR SETS FOR
WHY NOT SF3.ECT ONE NOW? OVER 300 TO Sp.ECT FROM.
to a committee, which will bo selectConsternation reigned. Then a happy
ed at a meeting to bo held next thought came to the bride "TeleCHIIJMIEN.
week.
graph for mother."
Mrs. Ttt. representing the colored
This was done, and Mrs. Ixnils
people, made a second reiiort of tne Schormoyer, mother of the bride, arcommittee,
soliciting
work of their
1, in rerived last night on train-NoNote BY MAKING A SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY Fill LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAS.
with a contribution of $32.25. The sponse to the telegram.
an
enthusi
have
people
taken
colored
The probate clerk waa again visitastic Interest In the work of tne as "ied. the license secured, and at the
are
endeavors
soilatlon. and their
Presbyterian church lust night they
meeting with the desired results.
were, made man and wife, Kev. H. A. I
pro Cooper performing the ceremony.
R. W. Haddun. the violinist,
posed a lienefit entertainment for the
The bride, who Is a well known muassociation, and tendered the services sician of Santa Fe, and the groom,
of his orchestra for sncli an enter the Ktpular traveling representative
.
tainment.
of the National Biscuit company.
The suggestion made by Judge Ira
Mr. and Mrs. Doll will return to Al
A. Abbott, at the Elks' opera house on buquerque, making this their future
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
last Thursday, was taken up at yes- h m e.
meeting and quite thorough
terday
ly discussed. Judge Abbott said tnat FINGERS CAUGHT IN COG
the city was badly in need of a place
LOCAL POLICE
WHEEL AND SMASHED
of amusement for young men and
THREE CANDIDATES
to.
boys some place
while away
GOT NO REWARD their idle hours, nd to keep them out
FOR POSTMASTERSHIP
Because Joe Komar allowed him
of the saloons and gambling houses.
oiling
FROM SAN It was at first thought that this might self to become careless while
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Amer
nt
one
the
machines
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tho
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HOPKINS.
the
for
W.
A
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work
be
CAN
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ties, but upon consideration the meet- lean Lumber company s plant, ofhe his
CUMBENT; SIEGFRIED GRUNSARD.
ing yesterday decided that the asso now minus all of the Aimers
KEMMERER
NORMAN
AND
FELD
In h San Francisco paper there was ciation had better get on in reel nrsi left hand, save the thumb and first
recently a Btory which before taking up any side Issues. The finger.
nnhllHhed
offight
for the
Komar. who, has been employed at
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things stated that a re company gymnasium was considered
other
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Albuquerque,
plant for several months, wa
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was
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paid
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matter
the
was
$25
place,
and
an
the
excellent
ward
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mnchines
moving along in smooth channels, al- police authorities to the Albuquerque finally left to two young men from oiling one of the
though the three candidates are do- police department lor me appreneu-sio- n Ohio, J. W. Gould and C. Kuhlmeyer. just before midnight last night, hold.
friends
among
their
ing good work
of a voune man named John H who today made arrangements wltn lna the oil can In his right hand. Un
out his
on the quiet.
placed under arrest here charged B. Ruiipe. captain of Company O, N. consciously, he says, he ofnut
Ott.
HopW.
R.
something,
right
hold
to
manage
take
monThe present Incumbent.
hand
sum
of
large
over
taking
a
the
M.
of
G.,
N.
for
theft
with
the
kins, while he has a long list of ey from a room mate in the "Golden ment of the gymnasium.
I ne result and the next thing he knew It was be
strong endorsers, will rely principally Gate" citv.
Mr. Gould tween the cogs and ground to a pulp
as
promising,
quite
seems
upon the efficiency In which the ofDr. M. K. Wilder, tho mill surgeon
of Police MoMIllIn denies and Mr. Kurlmeyer seem thoroughly
Chief
imatiiv
KiininionetT
ami alter
fice has been conducted under him, that either he or the department re acnnalnted with gymnasium worK
the man, who Offer to supply you with anything in
and the recent order promulgated by ceived a cent reward from the San
The next meeting of the association dressing the hand, sent gony.
Cortelyou.
to St. our line, at price that ro fair and
Postmaster General
police. "As it is customary will be held upon the call of the pres was suffering terrible.
Selgfried Franclso
Joseph's hosplta'.. where, he operated square, and wo aro now making
The other candidates,
paid for the ap Ident.
to
be
reward
a
for
Grunsfeld and .Norman Kemmerer, prehension of criminals in the class
on the band again this, morning. Ko- M
from the people of Ott." said Chief McMUlln to an
la ttiav reKttnff na well AA COUId
. both with petitions
GIBSON-GETTINbe expected.
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it one of the finest gymnasiums
This afternoon City Chemist Joiin the territory. Mr. Gould's wife, who go. Mr. Gibson recently resigned as clan: William Glaesner, Inside guard; FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.)
CROCKER WHEELER CO.,
Weinirl started on a tour or Inspec- is a physical directress of some re- private secretary to. Superintendent Percv Hawlev. outside guard; Jacob
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The bride is the divorced wife
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largest line of Electric and Comcussed plans for an entertainment to
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General housecleanlng
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bination Fixtures in the Southwest.
of purity and fit for the use of the wlih B. Ruppe, whereby the above
done.
promptly
work
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public.
gent lemon have leased the gymnasium TERRITORIAL
BOAkD OF HEALTH friends of the organization, on the 19th
Bell phone, Red 271.
of the present month. An excellent
Officer Sal aa r of the police force,
a period of six months and will
Automatic phone, 260.
program is being prepared and It is
chemist, under i nrhceed at once with the work of
will accompany th
AVE.
RAILROAD
411 WEST
The only additional business transIntended to make the affair a very
instructions from Chief of Police Mc- - installing new apparatus and reno-Southwestern Electric and Construction Company
Hoard of elaUirate one.
acted by tho Territorial
Millln to secure the number or hovines valiug the place in general.
which
continued
session
216 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
the
unHealth
at
being milked and other routine data.
Within a week the gymnasium,
be Into last evening not Included in the
will
TRANSFERS
ESTATE
This is one of the city chemist's der the new management,
REAL
periodical trips of inspection. On a thrown open to the public, and it is report published in The Evening Citirecent inspection trip the city chem- thought that It will be a success rrom zen yesterday, was the consideration
THE CELEBRATED
Fred J. Otero to Frank R Sen went..
of applications from about thirty-fiv- e
ist found the milk sold by the various the first.
13, block 5, I'erea
12
to
and
lots
ker.
physicians
licenses
prospective
for
dairies supplying the city, to contain
practice medicine and the filling of addition: consideration $1.
solids, as follows:
FLATTERING OFFfcR
W. H. H. Metzgar and wife to David
several vacancies In the list of county
11.1 solids
,AIhers Bros
Suggests
HAVE YOV A TELEThose appointed J. Metzgar. lots 22, 23, 24 and 25,
health ollicers.
12.8 solids
E. H. Becker
ENTERPRISE
LOCAL
FOR
addition.
&
GalI'acific
IN
YOUR HOME? Enable
Atlantic
PHONE
Burr,
V.
of
block
were:
Dr.
William
II.
1
2.(18
solids
.1. Bezemek
lup, for McKinley county; Dr. J. M. Consideration. 11.
you to order groceries; call the physi12 2 solids
.1. E. Matthews
SEALABAMA PARTIES SEEK TO
Lottie. J. Kearn to Jessie M. KelleShields, of Ferea, for Sandoval councian; perform social duties, etc. Rates
WOOLEN ty; and Dr. William Maclake, of SilCURE RIO GRANDE
her. lot 1. block 22, Hulng Highland
POLICE COURT
from five cents per day up. Let ns
MILLS GOOD INDUCEMENTS.
addition. Consideration, $10.
ver City, for Grant county.
tell you about It,
In
Bond.
Bottled
The management of the Kio Grande
Steve Ho.s and Arthur Moll, the two Woolen Mills company received last
youths who were found concealed In a evening a very flattering offer from
The Colorado Telephone Co.
trunk on a Santa Ke horse car Mon- - parties in Mobile, Alabama, who are
dav evenine which was attached toi desirous of securing the removal of
Room 18 N. T. A r mi jo Building.
No. 1. Darticulars of which appeared
mill to that southern city,
Distillers,
exclusively In The Kvening Citizen theThe
was from W. I HenderFRANKFORT. KT.
yesterday, were this morning given son, a letter
prominent
of Mobile.
I heir
liberty by Judge Crawford and He stated that the resident
represented
people
ordered out of town. The boys had by him would furnish liberal financial
but $1.4" in cash between them, aid together with a Bite and motive
MELINI & EAKIN
which will not carry tbew far on the power.
Tho best place to buy HOLIDAY GOODS is where each piece of
way to San Francisco, their destinaSole Agent.
Mobile Is a great cotton center, and
stock offered for sale haa been carefully selected by a competent
tion. As the railroad company has It announced that providing the comM. M.
Albuquerque,
buyer. Kach piece of our holiday Mock haa been personally selected
received no communication from the pany here decide to accept the pro199.
Phone.
Automatic
for Its beauty of denlgn, its finished workmaushlp, or some otuer
employer of the boys it will be nec- position, a cotton bleaching departquality that lifts It above the ordinary. Come In and see for yourself.
essary for them to hobo their way ment will bo added to the woolen
through it' they net to California.
A CO
plant.
BRIQQB I'barmecy.
B. H.Props.
Both Phone.
Kir st St. and Gold Ave.
Alvarado
Siuce Uncle Johney Bcarrup, presi-What is your name?'' inquired dent of the Rio tlritnde company, went
Judge Crawford, of a rather dilapi to Texas to attend
convention of
dated individual In police court this farmers living In the Ume Star state,
0. W. Strong's Sons
eKOOCOCXOXXXXXOOCXXXXXCCej
Our trade for November hasi so far exceeded our expectations,
morning. The prisoner start;d ai him no communication has been recieved
in amazement for fuly a minute, be- from him. It is hinted that ir his misFROM START TO FINISH
STRONG BLOCK.
that vne have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.
fore murmuring incoherently almost, sion there Is unsatisfactory, the Mocigar Is ahead of all
mi r White i.ily
-mine?" "Yes, what is your name?" bile proposition may lie accepted.
e
others every time. It you want
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
the court interrogated again. The
satisfaction and real K'atiuca-tioman thought for another minute, and OBJECTS TO ONE
when enjoying your after-dinnthen drawled out: "Tom Roouey."
and additional help added, to take care of the Christmas rush.
smoke. Just try a White Lily cigar.
Hooney managed
io file a idea of
YEAR ON HIS AGE
We will guarantee that you will say
guilty uh tho charge of intoxication,
it is the best medium priced cigar that
Make your selections early. Remember, I positively retire from
and wa. ent up for five days.
Kalrvlew
and
our mouth ever held or your palate
Sutierlntnndents
Albuquerque, N. M Dec.
enjoyed. Try one and you will never
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Harry Walton concluded he was To The Kvening Cii izen.
jewelry business January 1, and from now until December 31,
the
In
Mimke any other.
In looking over the interview
drunk last evening, but did not recMONUMENTS.
Saturday last. I find my
ollect being disorderly, as charged. your issue of rty
Fine Diamond,
I will make prices lower than ever offered on
years, it should have
He was given his option of paying $" ae givn as
201 111 N. Second St., Both Phones
t.S. A year or go at the bi.g'n-r-.- i 0
or spending as nihny days working on
Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
113'i WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Watches,
g
t
long
of
to
life
amount
a
the streets.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOe)
nuih, but a one is getting near the
Silverware, Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything beCharles Kankin, colored, who work- ou.er end. it's a hi an.
LINE
STAGE
HOT
SPRINGS
JEMEZ
In the names published of persons'
ed at the While Elephant saloon in
cKeoeoc-eooe)ooethe capacity of pom r, being discharg- living in Albuquerque when I came
Jewelry store.
longing in a
Carries the United States mull;
0
ed a few days ago. was arraigned in here to live in lhG6, 1 omitted to menen
only lice with a chauno of stock
court 011 a breat h of the peace charge, tion Melchior Werner, James Murphy.
route; Rood rli?s, horses and drivers;
the complainant being an aged native, Joseph Iihmer and the old colored
riR leaves Albuquerque every Monday
0
, John
Oliver Clark, all of
also employed at the White FJephant,
ANTONIO ARMIJO A CO.
Wednesday and Krldav at 5 a. m. Kor
who uileged that Kankin abused him whom are dead. I also failed to menparticulars, address W. I.. Trimble
NCW MEXICO'S
an old friend.
with bad language when asked why tion W. H. H.
0
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
!,i
111.
wus t !!! am) is now living at
the tires wens not kept In better
LEADING JEWELER
U. BLOCK, Proprietor, lYrea. N. M.
H. K. WHITING.
I'ajniil.)
shape. For his action toward the
of
proprietor Neher discharged
everything
that Curtia
Some-Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street 0
way the
A flue puce to wn;i
Rankin. He was convicted ai a trial
up, you will tlnd at Con
Bros,
imts
o00oc-eoeoeoKe- ?
in police court and sentenced to serve hours at the pool hall. No. 115 West
sxeOeoeoeo-ivy's.
Hailroa-avenue.
,.
live days,

P. Metealf; Col. W.
parnxyism of Joy throughout New Journal; W.president
of the CommerMexico and Arl.ona, w iw the result of cial chili; Nestor Montoya, of the la
President Roosethe mention made
Bandera Americano; Attorney K. V.
velt on the joint statehood issue In Chaves; Attorney Felix Baca; Attorhis voluminous message to congress,
ney Modesto Ortiz;
Bank of Coma a published in full In The Evening
The enthusiasm merce; Captain Clark M. Carr; First
Citizen yesterday.
bank; Hon. H. B. Ferguson;
roused demonstrated most clcferly, National
National hank; Hon. O. N. Mar- and emphatically that the people of State
ron; Montezuma Trust company; CapArizona and this territory neruiyi
John Borradalle;, besides a score
agree with- the. nations chief execu- tainmore
or
of others.
tive in his wish for the jointure.
Rodey Informs a reporter
The telegraph offices were the re- forSecretary
The Evening Citizen that addiceptacles of numerous messages last
signed petitions have
evening and today which soon ticked tional lists of from Oallup,
Socorro
over the wires to President Roosevelt been received
and other towns, which were unlockat Washington, words of commendaed for, but nevertheless gratefully rv
tion and thanks for the stand taken,
being circulated
Petitions
mes- ceived.
and the arguments utilized in thestatethroughout San Juan county are being
sage relative to the Jointure In
eagerly signed, the feeling there being
hood between the sister territories.
for Joint statehood.
than nrty of such unanimous
less
No
Although but little work has been
telegrams were transmitted from this
ten complete
Over a dosen were sent on done in Albuquerque,
have been completely filled with
heir way last evening, the remainder lists
to seo New
sent todav. They were from names of those who wish
he!
Arizona united as one
at Gallup, Mexico and represents
residents
enthusiastic
but a quarter
state. This
Santa Fe, Las Vegas, Raton. Springer,
the work vet to be done in this
Roswell. Silver City. Las Cruces. So- of
which will indicate somewhat
corro and Alamogordo In New Mex- eltv. magnitude
of tne task before the
Douglas, Prescott, the
ico, and Bisbe.
Kingman. St. Johns and several other leaizue.
Bv a nerusal of the lists at present
places in Arizona.
to received from the various localities
in Albuquerque
' Among those
shows that those circulat
wire congratulations to the president itliiirnlainlv
lh documents called upon the
were W. B. Childers, vice president of. Dromlnent
residents only. Instrue
the joint statehood league; B.Col. i lima have been
nromulcated to th
Kodey, secretary of the league;
a general canvass must
R V. Dobson of the league; William effect that
promi
Mrreiirht nf The Evening Citizen ; be made without regard to the
The Evening Citizen; the Morning nence of residents.
A
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SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
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S. VANN & SON

Have just received a new line
of Clocks, Cut Glass, China
and Jewelry in general, and
invite their old customers to
give them acall before buying
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HOLIDAY GOODS:

CLOSING OUT

SALE
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UNDERTAKERS
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Jamie.

Sit down and breathe,"

command- -

0j mama "Then will listen."
y
"it was called a
1

Humpty-Dumpt-

circus, mama. There was a clown you
could stick on a chair, most every
way, and a mule named Maud, and a
little lilt of a ladder, an' a hurrel an'
an elephant tanna pig "
"An' we are goin' to write Santa
for It, and charge pins, and you need- n't never buy no more pins,
man
"An there was a hokey-poke- y
you would wind up, an he goes ever
so far, an' a waltzing pig, an' a
gler, an' a
an' you wound
'em all up, an' they did It all by them-"rlgselves. An' a train of cars that ran
man that went
an' a tight-wir- e
along a string Janie and I held, an' a
foxy grandpa that took funny little
you didn't
sidesteps an' a see-sahave to wind, the boy and girl Just

way.

'Chrinuis," said both in chorus, w ith
comic opera effect.
i ll tell you what. There Is a man
over at 'he big hotel who is whole
saleing toys he has four big rooms
full. 1 think I could coax him to let
yon have a peep. Do you want to?"
Did they? Poor papa was all but
by 'he avalHnche that de- ' scended on him. They wanted to go
this minute," and couldn't pos- sibly wait.
Here Is what they told mama when
they got back. It began before they
were fairly in the door. For as soon
as Janie saw mother's face at the

bell-ring-

er

ht

up-hi- ll,

w

feeders, 1,062 pounds, $3.70; 26 cows,
l.ofiO pounds, $2.90.
W. S. Clark. Denver, Colo.. 19 heifers, 814 pounds. $3.20; 3 cows, 1,048
pounds, $3.
A. Thomas, Montrose, Colo., 13 yearlings 566 pounds, $3.75.
.Mr. Critchlow, Montrose, Colo., 30
feeders. 828 pounds, $3.60; 20 cows,
87S pounds. $2.50.
William French. Ctieve. N. M., 214
calves, 2S7 pounds. $3.65; 255 can-l- i
rs. 701 pounds. $2; 37 cows, 616
pounds, $2.40.
.Ino. Kettle. Olney. Colo., 32 stock-errf- ,

MARKET LETTER
Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Dec. 4. Cattle, receipts
dropped off one third last week, total,
40.0U0 head, as against 60 ,01 mi the previous week. The shortage was. mainly range cattle, the proportion of fed
steers showing an Increase. The market advanced steadily all week, killing steers gaining 20 lo 30 cents, cows
and stockers and feeders, 15 to 25
cents; calves, 25 cents higher. The
supply today Is 15,000 cattle, contaln-In- e
a still larger proportion of fed
steers In various stages of finish. Chicago has an excessive supply today,
and the result is that ted steers are
10c lower, while cows and stockers
and feeders are steady and active.
Range steers sell at $3.25 to $3.75
mainly, some thin Arizona stockers at
$3.00 late last week, Arizona killers,
$3.40. Colorado cows sold at $2.70 to
$2.90, with one shipment of cows at
Panat $3.25.
$3,000 and heifers
handle cows sold Friday at $2.75, siml
lar to cows that sold two weeks ago
at $2.40. Bulls bring $2.00 to $2.50;
heavy calves, $2.75 to $4.50; veals,
$5.00 to 6.0O. A Liverpool cable today
reports American beeves steady.
Sheep and lambs advanced 25 cents
last week, market 10 to 15 cents higher again today. Small receipts locally
are cause of the snappy' market here.
1S.000 last wek: supply today 4,500.
Fed Colorado lambs, weighing 80 lbs.
sold at $7.40 today, 20 cents above any
recent price. Yearlings are quotable
at $5.85 to $6.15; wethers up to $5.85;
and ewes sold Friday at $5.75 for a few
prime natives; choice fed western
ewes, $5.00 to $5.35. Every Indication
is that we shall have even a better
demand this winter than last, and with
fewer on feed In Missouri and Kansas,
Colorado and other western feeders
should feel pretty safe.
A small
amount of feeding Rtnff is still coming, lambs around $5.75; yearlings and
wethers, $4.50 to $5.00; thin ewes.
$3.00 to $4.00.
Some New Mexico
grass lambs sold at $.15 early last
week, wethers at $5 00 to $5.29; feed-i- n
glambs, $6.65. There Is ample Inquiry for all the reeding stuff being
received.

682

pounds,

$3.35.

i

Patterson, Holbrook, Ariz., 133
feeders, 897 pounds, $3.
R. K. Hernion, Arlington, Colo., 34
cows. 957 pounds, $2.60.
J. H. Young, Montrose, Colo., 85 killers, 1.117 pounds, $3.35; 28 stockers.
721 pounds,
$3.30; 69 feeders. 905
pounds, $:t; 34 cows, 957 pounds, $2.60,
James Burke. Piceance, Colo., 12
steers, 1,105 pounds, $3.45; 37 steers,
982 pounds, $3.15; 13 cows, 899 pounds,

I
O

$2.65.

SHEEP.
Following were some sales of western sheep and lambs at Kansa City-las-t
week:
Monday, November 2.
.1." H. Anderson, Kansas, 246
fed
mixed yearlings, $5.85.
J. D. Robinson. Kansas. 107 fed
western ewes, 99 pounds, $4.70; 73
fed western lambs, 64 pounds, $6.75;
69 sheep and
yearlings, 83 pounds,

Friday, December 1.
L. W. Scott, Montrose, Colo., 837
Colorado yearlings, 130 pcunds, $0.
. F. Sanford,
Kansas, 359 fed western ewes, 83 pounds, $5.
W. S. Reitz. Kansas, 240 fed western wethers, 93 pounds, $5.75.
W. S. Raymond.
Montrose, Colo.,
132 ewes. 100 pounds. $1.75: 88 lambs,
62 pounds, $6.40.
D. J. Druniniond, Kansas, 244 Mexican sheep and yearlings, 83 pounds,
$5.75.

CUT

HtR

THROAT

ON

A RAILROAD

TRAIN

SURGEON

San Francisco, Ca'.., Dec. 4. While
riding on a swiftly moving train on
the Southern Pacific, Miss Esther
Williams, leading lady of the "Shadows of the Hearth," company, was
forced to undergo a delicate surgical
operation.
Suffering from a severe cold, the air
passages of her throat became almost

as?

Tuesday, November 28.
Rogers, Magdalena. N. M 623
wethers, 86 pounds, $5.25; 1,359 lambs,
60 pounds, $6.15.
N. U. Roseberry, Las Vegas, N. M
120 goats, 79 pounds, $3.40; 145 goats,
M. A.

$3.

F. Hoover, Las Animas, Colo..
230 fed Colorado wethers, 96 pounds,
$5.55.
J. H. Halley, Las Animas. Colo.. 502
fed Colorado lambs, us pounds. $7.
E. W. Crago, New Mexico, 588 goats,
91 pounds, $3.25.
T.

Cynthia Grey.
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sterling Silver and Mated

quality and fairness in prices
enables one to choose with a
degree ot satisfaction not
Impossible elsewhere In
J-uhe Southwest
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tore the Christina holidays she
out a chimney, and added a took
porch, which made her Brigetta. back
Before the end of the year Bhe tore down
the west wing. This made her Etta.
She then put up a trout parlor, aim
called herself Oretta. A deep porch
across the front of this name iade
her into Margaretta. After
shs
gave herself up to Uie era:;,, that
and remodeled ne main part of her first
name, which left It Marguerite. Not
satisfied with the general "frei. jus
before she waa graduated, she wen!,
over the whole pretentious cognomen
with a coat of paint, and sli' came out
Marguerite Obrlan, with the ac, cut o
the O.
Marguerite Obrian; And tor that
aristocratic appendage Bridget sacii
ficed the good old honest
Bridget
O Brien.
The worst thing about these made-ove- r
names is that they never fit.
Girls, girls, stick to the Sanies that
In long to yUu.
f
are ijrutget be
such a fine Bridget that vour friends
nui nam' ini.e lilltimTS filler you.
Away with the fad of disowning the
name you were boru to. it's nothing
but hUhtuIiilin' twaddle.

Twenty years ago, W. T. Stead, the
famous editor, demonstrated in London that little girls were the victims
of procurers. For his acts at that time
ho was sent to prison for three

tainty.

of his sen

old convict
friend. He
for the 21st

s

BROCK AND FEAGANS

I

i

iniP"nt
't,'"1'-

They ure going to play as good base
nan as they can in the Southern
league next year and keep Inside the
salary limit of $2,700. Bonuses, ex
tras and presents to players are to
be strictly
tabooed. Any magnate
who gives a $300 diamond to a player
win ne nned 3 and costs.
iron Man ' McUinnity, of the New
York Giants, gets his cognomen from
the fact that he owns an iron foundry
at South McAlester. I. T. He Is con
sldeMng a proposition from the
a
Commercial club to establish a
foundry In that town also. Henryetta
is not lar Irom McAlester.
Sinn Dungnn says he Is through
with the national game. He Is pretty
alone In years, but could stand
ine gn.it lor several seasons among
the minors. Dnngan has saved enougfi
money from his salary to enable him
to live In comfort the balance of his
days. He will build a bungalow at

Bakery

n its

Confectionery
Dentistry

'

Hardware

Mat-so-

n

all glasses prescribed by
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S. W. Electric tt

Hardware

Breakdown would be too bad if you
should take your girl out for a drive
and your wheel came off or your gearing gave out in any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put in good
condition. It won't cost you much
and will make your mind easy for the
winter. We will do it in first-classtyle and in prompt order.
s

.

COPrRio

ALBUQUERQUE. CARRIAGE CO.

ocxxxxxxooooec

MELINI & EAKIN,

Co.

Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Optician

Bebber Optical Co.
r
Photographers The
Studio.
Plumbing Standard
Plumbing
Heating Co.
Zelger's

Restaurant.

Wall Paper and PalnU The Be
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold avenue.
TAILORING

UPSTfRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR

Mv merchant tallorl
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' ex
perlence In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

s,

Proposals will be received until 11
in., December 20, 1905, and then
opened for furnishing material
and
labor to repair public buildings here.
Information furnished on application.
Envelopes containing proposals shouM
be marked "Proposals for repair nub
ile buildings," and addressed to S. P.
Vestal, captain and quartermaster, Ft.
tiayard, N. m.
a.

Albuquerque Has Found It Hard to
Shake Off.
Hard to bear, harder to get rid of.
Is any 1'chlng skill complain',
Kczen a or Itching piles.
Doan's Oitment relieves and cures
All itchiness of the skin.
Albuquerque people endorse this
statement:
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
A. M. Whitcomb, nurseryman, core news.
ner Eighth and Tijeras streets, says:
"In my estimation there is no ointment for the purpose that can equal
Doan's. There was one spot below
my knee which annoyed me for ten
years. I'n.iko eczema it did not
spread out, but at times it itched so
exasperatingly, particularly
after t
went to bed 'or sat by the stove, that
I scratched it until it smarted before
relief came. I tried every salve and
ointment I came across; when one
did not help i bought another and applied It. Reading about Doan's Ointment induced mt. to go to a cliy
drug si ore for a box Iu u few
days the iichines.-- eer.sed, and the
life of the part affected was killed,
60'
for up to date, and it Is now over
i.
months since
stopped the use
of the
e there has not been a
symptom of its appearance "
For sa (. by a!l dealer
Price 50
cent.-Fost"r-M'lburCo, Buffalo,
N. V., s.ih- agents
tor t'n
L'nlteil
This Remedy I a Specific,
States.
Sure to Give Satisfaction.
Item, mi ... the name Doan's
and
CIVI8 RELICP AT ONCI.
taki
It cleanses, soothes, heals, and protorfs thfli

Elvs Cream Balm

membrane. It cures Cutarrh sink
trivcs aw;iy a Cold lu the Head quickly- Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
ljtsy to use. Contains no injurious drugy.
Applied into tha uobtribj uud absorbeiL
Large Siise, BO cents at Iruggists or by
mail Trial Size, 10 ceuts by ttiaiL
ff
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Wtrrtn St., Ntw York,

Ci'ar' Dealers

Thos. F. Keleher

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

Wm. Glaesner.

MERCHANT

Wholesale tlquo: and

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVER?, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

The Best
of Colorado

Moon-Kelehe-

xxxxxxooc

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. K. u:. Whiskies. Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado WhiBkey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 139. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Ice Cryetal Ice Co., both phones.
Jewelry H. E. Fox.
Laundry Imperial
Laundry
Oa.,
back of poetotfice.
Liquors Graham Bros.

Restauran

u

An Xmas

O. BAMBINI.

n

SAMPLE AND
CLUB BOOMS

115

Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkville Produce

Tailor

mtki

Optical Co.
Bebber GOLD
AVE.

& Co.

Albuquerque

11

H

GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee

Furniture J. D. Emmons.
Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Highland Grocery;
The Broadway Grocery.
Co.

HlhiifiMorruia

Yta,Crtnis,Ei3,

120 West RaJTroal Aretwc

B. F. Copp, D. D. S.

J. H. O'Rielly

mnd RETAIL

a,

Fiisst

JOSEPH BARN KIT, rrap.

IVE"

WAGONS

XLjI.Korber&Co.
'

.

The St. Elmo

W. H. Hahn.
C. P. Schutt.

Electric Supplies
Construction Co.

words.
IT STICKS.

mm

T

The Globe Store.
Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.

Young Corbett and Abe At tell will

thin-face-

v iv :

Dry Goods

Hen-ryett-

be matched to fight before
Tom
O'Rourke's new Tuxedo club, near
Philadelphia, in the near future. These
two little fellows are open enemies
and are anxious to pay off old scores
They do not speak as they pass by.
The fight will be for a $1,000 purse
and a side bet of $500.
There is a strong probability that
Mike (Twin) Sullivan and Joe Gans
will he matched to go twenty rounds
during the month of January, at
Colma, Cal. The men have agreed to
sign. As Sullivan is fighting every
thing that seems to stand In his way
for the welter championship,
he
couldn't overlook Gans. Gans Is broke
money
badly
so
he
and needs the
would fight almost anything at any
weight, just so long as he got a part
of the purse. Such a combination
ought to make the fight a certainty.
This Is the melancholy season of
the year In the sporting world. Foot
ball has passed from the seen,", base
ball is hibernating In fur lined blan
kets, the turf war in the south Is
about as exciting as a Central Amer
loan revolution, while only an occa
sional prize fight looms on tne horizon. A
discussion of foot
ball brutality and the necessity of re
vising the rules is about the only
topic that may be galvanized Into
life to fill long columns of
type. Throughout the nation the
sporting writers are organizing them
selves into debating clubs to discuss
the question: "Which Is the most pro
lific of broken bones the low tackle
or the mass play? Should the game
be barred? Would the elimination of
the paid coach benefit the game?
The argument should be confined to

1 1

hiCKOBY

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

& Co.

Coal and Wood

and

i9MM;T7k,

F. J. Hous

Books and Stationery- - O. A.

Drugs

wit'Vwe

Pioneer Bakery.

Bicycles and Kodaks
ton.

a ain
OLD

The New York (iiants will report where all vote must be deposited. Be
at Memphis on March 1, where three
weeks will be spent in exhibition ure and get your voting ticket.
games with the local team, preparatory to a awing throueh thp south.
List of Merchants Issuing Ticket.
The schedule includes practically all
nas(. nan cities In Dix- (l"B

drug the stomach to cure a
One t n the city
nfcest y. .(
cough. One Minute Cough Cure
the
ul hall. No. 115 West Railthe mucus, draws the inflammation road avenue.
Call and enjoy your
out of th.- throat, luni-'- and bronchial Self.
tubes, heals, tool Its and cures. A
quick cure for Croup and Whooping
Try p.!,,,, j.a,el Jains, j lli.s and
Cough.
Sold by all druggists.
."ivsen,. at Conroy's.
Don't

v"itn pnvilege of examination.

.

the only provision being

cash sale,

1

year, on the anniversary
tence, lie dresses in his
clothes and receives his
has Just worn the clothes
time.

OUR NEW

ILLUSTRATED

r

5TN

If there Is anTbody"n the count ry
any
who has not been mentioned as the that when you need tho good
future manager of the Cincinnati Reds
way,
you
with
trade
the merchants
now is the time to stand up and be
counted. No team in recent rears has named below. A ballot box I placed
had as many managers as the Heds
on paper.
at J. H. O'Rielly & Co', drug store,

CATARRH

n'Miiiis, wnicn time ne spent as a con- v"'1' "IM'iauded by all England. Bach

n

fall N and
winter catalog
i
I
80111
request. We
V?
uPn
all charges, and ship poods on apjmjlaj I

jf

J

.

HOW

CONVICT DRESS

ll

--

fr

I

JLXJ Visas'

Noblett, of Atlanta, led the Southern league in batting, with an average
of .351 per rent. Niles, of Ttirmlng- iiuui, was second, with .335.
The merchants named below will
(ieorge Wrisloy. the Columbus
n. give a beautiful Price & Teeple Mafielder. Is said to be the latest to jump
to the Tristnte outlaws. He will play hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
In Pittsburg, according to rumor.
school, club or other organization of
Captain Hurley, of Harvard,
has Albuquerque that la voted and electleft the Boston hospital, where he
wa confined after being Injured
In ed the most popular. The contest It
the game with Dartmouth, and has
gone to Osslppe Lake, N. H., to re- now open, and close on December 10,
cuperate.
1905.
The piano la on exhibition at
Louisville fight fans are rejoicing
over the prospects of the lid being the Globe store, where It may be teen
lifted In that city. The result of the by all. One vote la given free to ev
recent election makes a resumption
of the fighting game almost a cer- erybody, with every twenty-fiv- e
cent

3,500

EDITOR STEAD IN

1905.

TsA.

Wan- -

sSCr
4fi&

M

g

closed, aud to save her life arrangements for her relief wero immediately
made,
Dr .Baxter, who happened to be
aboard the train, turned a Pullman
car into an operating room and care-funcut the obstruction from her
thorax and inserted a breathing tube.
Miss Wiljiam rallied at once, and
was able to continue her journey without Interruption.
She is recovering
rapidly.

0

Aiaen- - are they?
Where is Susan?
Where are Jane Aun. Mary Jane, and
Mary Ann?
Ouod, wholesome names they were
wlial has become of them?
Tl"i Mary nave ail turned luto Maes
and tile Susans into Susettes.
Because she clerks in Toggery Co.'s
notion store Jane trips herself iuto
.leauette.
And becud-is waitress in a
big restai'iiy: Lucy must make herself Lucille.
A Chicago mlinrl teacher tells of
niiu mane over ut-- r uiiiue very!
much as on would remodel a house
This
irl en'ercd
school plain,
;iniice, eteryiiay Bridget O'Brien, lie-- j

Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Costlvenets,
4 Female Ills.

PERFORMS DELICATE
OPERATION TO RELIEVE SUFFERINGS. OF ACTRESS. '
Los Angeles.

$5.65.

0000Ke000
WOERE IS MARY ANN?
By

cures

loop-the-lo-

.1.

Wednesday, November 29.
J.D. Roldnson, Bertram. Neb., 98
fed western lambs, 65 pounds, $7.20;
235 fed western wethers, 99 pounds,
$5.f0 : 131 fed
western lambs and
yearlings, 83 pounds. $6; 23 fed westewes)
ern
96
pounds, $5.
STOCK SU.ES
E. J. Blosser,
Colorado, 234 fed
88 pounds, $6.
western
yearlings,
Special Correspondence.
&
V., Colorado, 248 fed westStates
Kansas City. Mo., Dec. L Follow- ern yearlings, 86 pounds,
$5.65.
ing were some sales of Colorado
M. A. Rogers, Magdalena, N. M 558
and
western cattle at Kansas City this
81
withers,
pounds. $5; .157 feeding
week :
lambs, 51 pounds. $5.65; 279 feeding
J. H. Halley, Montrose, Colo., 26
wethers, 68 pounds, $4.80.

OoeOOOO--

makes twice as much noise."
"A doubtful accomplishment," com
ments mania.
ma
"An' there was a
chine, an' a curt that looped it, Just
like the man does.
"The man said 'most everything
was made abroad."
"Oh, Jamie tell about Nigger Jim.
"Well, he was Just a big black rag
doll, with white button eyes. The
man said some ladles made him for a
church fair, and they sold enough to
buy a whole church. He was big as
a really bany."
,
"Yes, he was the cutest thin
there."
Jamie drew a long breath
"It's a awful long time till Christ- mas," he admitted, with complete
lapse.
"Awfulh-- r
and awfuller," agreed
Janie,

6,

...BREVITIES

window she called, "Oh, mama, there
"There was a drum you could beat
was a dolly with truly eyelashes
pen and shut eyes with hair lashes." with a crank just, wind, and It beat
And another you Just had to
"And ft whole cirrus," intercepted Itself.
pull a string on' that beat It, an' It

-

prevents
Chills, Coldi,
or Pneumonia.
Also

3a&

V

by

SPORTING...

see-saw-

w

cor
reeled J;;Jiiie. who. s elder brother,
look great Kins to "set the example."
"Yes. awful long." continued Jamie,
"1 just don't
ii n heed in a ami doleful.
ee how I ran wait."
"What are you waiting for,
said papa's voice, from the doorh.S-

I1P
Fitters

up

up-sid-

Ren.

it's an awful long time till

rr

kept right on doing it until you turno
down, and they Just
ed them
some
flopped over and
more.
"And folks won't let Santa put candles on treiA any more. They are go
ing to havr little tiny electric lights,
made out of colored glass. Oh, no
pretty. '
most
Japanese
"And jusi the
things! Wee dollies with crepe paper
kimonos, two for a cent. The man
gave tue one. Here, see."
"An' somo more like we saw at the
fair, just Japanese heads with a hole
In the bottom, and little kimonos with
n bag shaped like a neck. You stuck
your finger In it and poked It Into the
hole In the head and then you stuck
some other fingers In each of her
sleeves and you could make her bow
and
and wash her face and kow-toHer name was
lust even-thing- .

w.-.-x

rius ain't it'"
"jCvery long 'imp

--

DECEMBER

slck-- 1

people,

liulld

WEDNESDAY,

are

monMis
hard on

-

iff

.

lift

winter

The

.tlr,.

ill
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EVENING CITIZEN

ALJJUQUEKOUE
TVTtP

,,.,.,,

PAINTS,

Colorado Southern
Railway

j

OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal- metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

i

Are yci Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt..
Denver, Colo.

Movin

Shippin

FREIGHTIN

have us . once, you'll
again.
Price
right;
there ain't no gougla'.
You

Railroad time table

call

Un effect November 12, 1905.)

Eastbound.
Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
ni., departs 8:31) a. m.
4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
m., departs 12:09 a. ,m.
8, Chicago &
Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. in-- , departs

No.
a.
No.
p.
No.

Crayin

By

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

2,

7 : 45 p. m.
No. in, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
ti:0O a. in., departs 7:30 a. m.

Westbound.

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. iu., departs 8:1G p. m.
No. ;i, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. in., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10": 45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m'
Southbound.
s
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
n in.
freight train. No. 99, south-bounLocal
departs at 5 a. m., and car-

-

ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. ni.
No. 10 makes all local stops east of
Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct to
Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains daily.
H,S. LUTZ, Agent.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kind of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadwav. Corner of Wash.
! ington
Avenue. ALbUWUEKUE.N. M
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
For property at Los Cerrillos? Cost
f
$1,250; trading
price,
of
A snap, If you
coot.
can use the
property.
be afraid to talk
with tne. T. .. McSpadden. 300 South
'
Broadway.
I
I

one-hal-

Df-n'-

New Tailor Shop.
Morelli, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he is ready to
A. .1.

clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit
ed.

couch

KILLthf

CURE the LUNGS

and

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

N. PEACH & CO.

REL

ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 2064
West Gold Avenue.
Hawley on the corner, has secured
the service of a firct-cla- s
amateur
finisher and i now ready to do your
First-clatkodak finishing.
work
guaranteed.
s

...
run

Consumption
I

"L'CHSand
ISOLDS

Surt6t una

phc
60c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Cure tor all
THROAV and LUNS XttOUB.
, or SiONi:
SACK.
'

'M.

:u;i.-K.'et-

.

a

g

I
I

I

j

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

ALBUUUEKQUE

905.

6,

GLOBE - WERNICKE ELASTIC
Book Gases

Oesk

and

ip

nUHIIi

W

I

EVENING CITIZEN
THIRD STREET

0IHI1UHHU

ML

MUST SHOW MISSOURI

Combined

A desk unit with ft few
or
as many book units as desired.

OUSTER PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE "MOTHER
BE PROSECUTED VIGOROUSL Y.

The only perfect combination
desk and book rase ever made.
Particularly adapted to the requirements of teachers, physicians, attorneys, librarians and
private secretaries.
We have a
complete line on display. Nothing nicer for a Christmas present. Call and let us show you
low pretty ihey are,- or send
for catalogue.
J. D. EMMONS.
Zor. Coal Ave. and Second St.
Auto phone 474. Colo phone, 173.
FURNITURE. West end of viaduct.

Kansas City. Mo., lice. . Herbert
Ha.lley, attorney general of Missouri. Is rounding up his case against
the Standard Oil Company.
Hadley claims that the Standard.
Waters-Pierccompany, of St. Louis,
and Republic Oil cunipany, are run by
the same people, that the former two
have divided the state Into two divisions, each taking one. and that both
use the Republic in the guise of an independent company to get such train;
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
as neither of the others can get othersentiment.
wise, owing to ami-trus- t
Depositions taken nil over the state
confirm his claims and have yleldeo
much additional sworn evidence on
the methods of the Standard, such as
gelling and paying rebates, spying on
rivals and employing railroad clerks
'
to furnish reports on shipments by outsiders.
Hadley is 32 years old. He was
It Is eaid rhat the Kio Grande
is a rail that had evidently been broken prosecuting attorney of Kansas City,
lie succeeded Folk as attorney general
after a number of brakeroen, that by the freight..
was made governor,
class of employes being short at presThese two commonplace heroes, when is the latter republican
first
and
to hold the
the
names,
ent on the Denver & Rio Grande.
whose
as given by the Santa
in a score of years. He became
Fe officials, are James MdYray and office
governor
and has
The Wyoming branch of the Col- James Ryan, knew that he passenger a close friend of the
orado & Southern railway Is for sale. train for this city would soon follow, continued his fight agaiust boodiers.
Senator Warren of Wyoniinn, in a and they at once started back over He has the reputation of being one of
public speech a few days aao, urged their trail, wtih their shirts as dan- the best orators In the state.
He expects to round up his case
the citizens of Wyoming and Colorado ger flags.
to purchase the line and extend It to
Soon the engine came into sight, by taking the statements of such
Rockefeller, Rogers,
as
Douglas and other Wyoming towns.
driving at a forty-fivmile an hour magnates
Flagler. Archbold. Baratow, Tlnsley,
gait.
change
agents
In the local
The
of
Kvan nnil Xlitrnhv u ofml thntt (at and others in New York, and subSanta Fe offices that has been sched- terert' shirts and by their violent Res- - "0,:nas
hen Issued for them
Arguments In the ouster case are
uled for the past two weeks, has been tlculations succeeded la stopping the
made at last. H. S. I.utz, former
within a short distance of the slated to be held before the Missouri
agent here, left this morning for train
broken rail.
Santa Fe, where he will take charge.
When the situation was explained.
1,.
of the station In that city.
; a collection was taken among the few CHEAP
RATES OVER
Yocum, agent at Santa Fe, it Is un
a
tuiu me uiiuuiii ui l was
,K
'
secured for th tun m.n Thn run.
3ANI a
KUU
An overheated stove In coach No. ?"c,r bought Murray and Ryan toSuc
up
m
to
General
2835, attached to No. 9, leaving this the, U. took the
Chicago Live Stock Show.
clty last night for El Paso, came very ' """ ,ulul Hibbard's office, where
Every stockman needs the inspira
generous
something
was done for
near causing the entire coach to burn
n on the part of the company and tion and benefit of the International
up, but luckily the fire was discovered
Will be held
tocK Exhibition.
,
by the depot special police who at as ,hey desired to go on to San Fran- - ' v2k,
'05. Arrange
free transportation was pro- once notified the car repairers, who
include a trip to Cbi- off
extinguished the flumes before any.,v'deu' an? la,.e!"' ln the
ca
evento
Tickets on sale
thls
for
a.
they
prospect
with
of work
serious damage had been done. The
,9' inclUHiv- - Special rate
ahead, if they wanted it, for the com-- , Vc-,damage was very slight.
'
um rrr.
pany rn its northern line.
I"1
'
r. hi. PL R 1)1. A ;onl.
J. A. Rousch, an engineer on the
Santa Fe, yesterday had John Eich
RIGHT OF WAY CLEARED
The Great Cattle Exhibit.
placed under a $250 peace bond,
At Union Stock Yards Chlraen De- claiming that Eich, who is a fireman
Train No. 1 wheeled into Albuquer-- ' rember 16 to 23. Inclusive, is an event
on the west end, had made threats
time. It that should not be missed. The aris-wagainst his and his family's lives. The que last evening on schedule
learned at the depot that the tocracy of the bovine kingdom will
two used 'to he on the same engine wreckage
of No. 9 was entirely cleared; be there. Attend the 'International"
some time ago. and it was while on
early yesterday afternoon and No. by all means. Low rates ($45.00) via
the road that the trouble first arose, up
.
culminating in yesterday's court pro- i passed at its usual speed, s ine road-- Santa Fe. Tickets on sale December
bed
con
placed
has
in
been
16 to 19. Inquire at ticket office.
ceedings.
dltlon at the point where the wreck
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
The appointment of Donald Stulibj occurred, and so thoroughly has the
International Exhibition.
company removed all traces
as district freight and passenger agent railroa-The crown of all exhibitions for live
at Boise for the Oregon Short Line, of the serious mishap to No. 9 that it stock purposes is the "International."
a son of the traffic director of the is doubtful whether tourists passing It will be held at Union Stock Yards,
Ilarriman lines. Is creating dissatis- the spot would guess that anything Chicago, Dec. 16 to 23, Inclusive. Of
had occurred course you will plan to attend? Only
faction, this being the third relative out of the ordinary
$45.00 via the Santa Fe. You may
of Stuhba to hold a position on the there.
buy your ticket any time Dec. 16 to
Short Line, recently appointed. One
19.
SANTA FE LINE IS INSPECTED
Inquire at ticket office.
official
in line for the position resigned and other resignations
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
aiv
threatened.
COMPANY REPLACING WET FILLd
Every
Citizen
ING WITH DRY WHEREVER
COLORED PORTER ATTEMPTS
Should plan to patronize the International Live Stock Exposition
OUTRAGE ON TRAIN.
at
Chicago, Dec' 16 to 23, inclusive. It
Word comes to the office of the
heavy
downsince
recent
Ever
the
stands for growth and expansion n
district attorney at San Bernardino,
from C. Selvy, the chief detective on pour of rain which caused so much live stock production. Of course you
annoyanoo
Santa
to
the
Railroad
Fe
are going? Ixw rates via Santa Fe.
the Santa Fe. that rape was attemptT. E. PURDY. Agent.
ed on a white lady Sunday night on company by washouts and accompanying
big
wrecks,
officials
of
the
the
the Santa Fe overland In the vicinity
system,
usual,
have,
as
been
hard at
The Season of Indigestion.
of Needles. The alleged rapist is
The season of indigestion is upon
the negro liorter who had charge of wor- on the line making substantial
repairs.
right
way
of
The
underhas
us. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Indithe car in which the lady occupied a
section. The lady and her brutal as- gone an expert Inspection and wher- gestion and Dyspepsia will do everywater-soakeever
was
badly
the
roadbed
thing for the stomach that an oversailant were taken to San Bernardino.
it wa removed and dry fill- loaded or
stomach canIt is understood that in the case of ing substituted.
Even in the Albu- not do for itself. Kodol digests what
querque yards, a lar; amount of new you eat gives the stomach a rest
the Santa Fe railroad versus the
has been laid to replace that relieves sour stomach, belching, heartIndians, who claim damages to road-bethe amount of $5,000 on account of which was thought to be unsafe.
burn, indigestion, etc.
the damage done their crops and vineCitizen want ads get the business.
yards at Isleta last spring by the
Pay your poll taxes today at
Hoods, the railroad will settle out of Try one.
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.
.1.
Abbott,
A.
If
possible.
court
ney for the Pueblo Indians of
arrived in the city last night
In connection
with the matter. He
stated that the railway grade at Isleta caused the water to back up.
flooding the Indians' crops and doing)
the amount of damage asked for.
with Mi-o-Tablets and Keep
E. T. Coffey, who has been acting Strengthen the Stomach
as station agent for the Santa Fe at
teed
by J. 0. Rielly & Co.
Chaves, has resigned, preparatory tq
returning to St. Louis. Mr. Coffey
you
If
have the least symptom of ach, stimulate the solar plexus, anij
was formerly telegraph editor of the
troubles, strengthen the whole nervous sysbut was indigestion or stomach
St. Ixmis
forced to come to New Mexico some make haste to get rid of it now. The tem. If you have headache, dizzieight months ago on aecount of his j hearty food and indoor life of win-ha- d ness, indigestion, heart-burspecks
health, which he has entirely re- - ter will put a burden upon that poor before the eyes, sleeplessness, backgained. He is in the city, the guest old stomach which may weaken it be- - ache, and debility or weakness, it
help.
shows that, you need
of (5. H. Thomas, and will give a fare-jon- a
tablets are an unusual
well dinner to a numiier of his friends
Ask J. H. O'Rielly Co. to show you
tonight, after which he will depart combination of valuable medicinal the guarantee they glvo with each 50
agents
that soothe and heal the irri- cent box of this remedy.
for St. Iuils to resumo his o!d positated mucous membrane of the atom costs nothing unless it cures.
tion on the

TRUSTS"

OF

TO

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
8ausage Factory.
, Steam
EMIS KLEINWORT, '
Masonic Uuildlng, North Third Street
All

Lily

Smoke the White

JOE RICHARDS

t".

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

CIGARS

PIONCER BAKERY

""".

FOUND AT LAST

Wno'.eus laundered without shrinking.
We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wlith which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they

Staple and Fancy

V

are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

Groceries

Hlllsboro creamery Butter
Earth.

Best on

HERBERT S. HADLEY,
Orders Solicited.
Ftee Delivery.
Attorney General of Missouri.
214 South Second Street.
Supreme Court in Jefferson City In
January.
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Incidental to the testimony Hadley
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
brought out is a fine political row in
Wholesale and Retail
Texas. The Lone Star state went afHIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
Waters-Pierccompany
ter the
and
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
barred it from doing business.
The 0t South First Street Both Phones
concern reorganized and still sells oil
there. It is hinted by Texans that
the "truth" about the affair would inriRB
volve persons high in the political life
INSURANCE.
of the nation.
Secretary Mutual Bnlldln AiuWl.
lion, innce ai j. u Katdrldce s Uum
ber yard.
COMING EVENTS

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
0

HOISTING

"ReBdASaA0s"

CO

MACHINERY

e

HAS BEEN

A. E, WALKER,

OUR

SPECIALTY

FOR THIRTY YEARS

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, OAS OR GA80LINE.
Write us your conditions and we can supply your wants. 8pe
clal Hoist Catalogue en application.

Hendrie

The

&

Bolthoff

Mfg.-

and Supply Co.

-

TOTI A OR API

December 7 "Two Merry Tramps." Dealers In Groceries, provisions. Hay,
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
Grain and FueL
December 14 Concert, given by the
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Lyric Male quartet, under the auspices Fine
and Cigars. Place your orders for
of the Socialist local.
this line with us.
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
NORTH THIRD STREET.
December 25 "Hooligan in New
York."
REDUCED PRICES
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
THROAT INJURED BY
Gold Crowns, 16.00; Fillings, fl.00
up.
Teeth extracted without pain,
BUTCHERS' HOOK.
50c. All guaranteed.
Nelson Knight, of Farmington, wa
severely hurt at the fjiughter house
last week. He was assisting In the
butchering and by accident had his
ntVr-rrfooting knocked from under him, and
as he started to fall a meat hook
caught him in the throat, making an
ugly wound three Inches long. If it
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
had been a little deeper It would have
He fell twolve Room 17. N. T. Armijo Building.
severed an artery.
feet.

16-2- 3,

-

as

first-clas-

THE FINEST

XXXXXXXXXTXXXXtXXIXXXXXUX
m LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND
M
ED STABLE m

rE

E

1621-163-

II UlllJ

Seventeenth Street.

9

"SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

00C
5MO

oooooooooo

to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
jewners ouy ai wnoiesaie.
DoHinhrftbar
DfKCUCICin Tha
Uoii Vkii Pm TiiiM
Ida
i no mail iuu won nuai
iiuomii iLLUf i no i aniiuiuaci,
118 Railroad avenue,' next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

c

H

XXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Large, well located store

over-worke- d

now is your custom.
Get to know
us and the way we do things, and
we'll have It.
,

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

go quick.

307 West Railroad Avenoe.
Bill) 'Pboits.
Oav or Nigtt

build-

THE

ing

a

GO TO THE

For sale at a bargain.

d

HOW.

&

Co.

Special Machinery

Gold Ave.

G. E.

KXXXXXXXXXXDCXDCOCODCXDCOO

Cmrrlllo

7.

Amarlemn Block

Well-Guaran-

COKE

n,

-

MILL

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

WE GIVE

Yon best satisfaction

in

mill

work.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN6 MILL

i

DOTH 'PHONES

Mi-o--

Glolie-Detuoeia-

WEST RAILROAD

117

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE,'

N. M.

C)CXXXXXOCXXXXDCOXOOCOO

W.H.Haha&Co

Ml-o--

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

COC)COCXX)COOOCXXXXXXXXXOO

WOOD

"Drug Co.

A. SLEYSTER

REAL ESTAT-EPUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

KINDLING

a.

CO.

WILLIAMS and P. W. SCHMALM AACK. Proprietors

G. H.

NOTARY

Ton

Globe-Democra- t,

The Williams

INSURANCE,

COAL
$5.50 Per

na

PLUMBING

South of Viaduct, on First Street.
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

WINTER

STANDARD HEATING

AND

New Planing Mill
Porterfield

A MAGNET.

The fact that we charge less and do
better work than most plumbers do
it more promptly,
too attracts and
holds customers. What we are after

Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. W
M
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico. Q
New

HOUSE OR TWO

That must

m

BELOW
THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST.
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position

LIKE

C GRANNIS, Prop.

the valley for sale or trade
for city property; 25 acres in
alfalfa.

q

Gfntral Bqtlding Sopplles

mO0000009090

In

A SNAP IN A

DENVER, COLORADO

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

05

Corner Second and Marquette.

Broad-Mnlde-

FOR

PRATT & CO.

boden's Granite Flour.

V

rt

"SJJ'

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Sole agctita for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees. Im

e

int

VEGAS

L AS

Established in 1882

r. G.

i

aoot-iiRti-

ALBUQUERQUE AND

RALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balllnar Bros.)
WT.DDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY
Wo desire patronage and ws guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

RAILROAD. TOPICS

BRIDGE CONTRACTOR MORRIS
.
TALKS OF BELEN
H. E. Morris, a bridge contractor,
who is Interested in the building of
the big bridge at tue Helen cut-or- r
passed through Albuquerque yester- lay.
In speaking of ihe new work b"in
ilone by the Santa Fe at irt: n.'i.-,
Mr. Morris said:
"Teu million dollars is a mijinty lii
sum, but that is what the Santa ie
people are going to spend for the si.i
gle purpose of saving a few hint's it)
ihe running time of their trains be

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

W. Railroad Avenue.

113

i

PREPARE

Meat Market

S.

DnOCOO(OOOOOO0OOO

c!,

PAGE SEVEN.
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Hawley on the corner, has Just received a large consignment of kodaks
and accessories. He has just what
you want.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

CUT-OFF-

O MI lEa

cut-off-

tweeu California and the east.
Besides the railroad and lied construction the company is erecting at
an enormous bridge, wit h
the rut-of- f
the construction of which I am conAs soon as this ami the cutnecter!.
off have been completed the Suma
Fe will divert it s trains through this
rut-of- f
and will save from seven l)
ten hours in the time consumed between Kan Francisco and Chicago."

The

WEARY WILLIES SAVE SANTA FE
WRECK AND ARE REWARDED.

Twoilusty men were tntmpiiiK aloni;
the Santa Ke railway tracks near u little ftatlon caJli ii Kucupailles recenly,
ay the Ijos AnseleH Kxaniimr, on
their way from San Francii-eo- .
As they neared the bide track a
south
heavy freight train goiun
whirled hy.
came uKn
In a sh'.irt distance tli-y

AHen's Lung Balsam
Will jHih'tivtly Cure Jeep-wateCousin, CoMh uinl all lironchiul
troubles past reliefby other lueaiia.
$1.00, 50c. and 25c, jx r bottle.

Ftitte

Located on the Belpn

'

SHIRTS TO FLAG TRAIN

37

3

IE2 3Ld

TS EST -

Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

&

re

Santo

Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

II

II

O

J16,0K);

restaurants,
ALL

1
mi

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
(if l.uito huslne

M

an.l reaid' nee lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with
8') and
streets, with alkws 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade
public chool house, coat-in- s
chureheB, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants;
largest mercantile eBtabllslniicrita In New Mexico; tha Helen Patent Holler mill, rapacity. 150 harrels daily; large winery; three hoteli,
etc. Helen la the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wlua', wlnebeans and hay In Central New .Mexico.
Its Importance as a itrent eiiM!ietr:nl railroad city in the near future cannot he estimated

FAST LIMITED

tie.;

70-fo-

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

TO

i

The lota offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation);
nop, ttc., etc. Also a
coal atid wood yard, drut; stoie, harness
i
modern hotel.

no Mind or irrivel.

We need a

first-clan-

s

BFLEN, EAST AND . WEST NORTH
AND SOUTH.
.

hi

halter), tailor st op, x'hoe house, jeweler, plumbing shop, p'anlr.g mill,

flrst-c!as-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

II

The:

il

Ml

JOHN BECKER, President

DEEDS.

Releti Town and Imnrovement Gomnanv
WM.
BERGER.
j
M.

f

.ra

mui-juijv-

'trjjja

'cszp&p'

cs.jns

wL,-uj-

jjijiy

"iuzjp

'

Secretary

;ai

su

Rfl

gLry

PAGE EIGHT.
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tising.

LOCAL AND

PlilWONAL

I

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Thursday.

Felt Shoes
FOR

trimmed

WOMEN

Juliets,

flexible

leather soles, very dainty, red,
green, brown or black,$1.25 to $1.50
Felt Slippers, felt soles

60c

FOR MEN
Kelt Shoes, plain or leather foxed.

leather soles, flannel lined
$1.25 to $2.25

Felt Slippers, felt or leather soles,
flannel lined
75c to $1.50
Babies' and Children's Slippers...

000Ct QX00
45c

to

$1.00

t
oocwocoooookoo
CUP
PRIME COFFEE

'

OF

A

is what goes straight to the heart of
every nmn at breakfast time, and
everyone knows that only good grocers keep good coffee. We take sep-cl- al
pride In our brands, as they have
made our store famous. Just as good

as the coffee we sell are our teas,
which principle holds good throughout
our entire stock. We sell nothing
but the best of food products those
we have tested ourselves, and So can
swear by them.
Nos.

r.lig r.

and

TROTTER
120.

South Second

SU

jjj;'

Lumber

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Fiiled.
ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

oooooooo

o

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

O0OO4OO'

DIAMONDS
UNREDEEMED

PLEDGES

AT LOW PRICES

I have

large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am goingthe
to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114 WEST
RAILRnin

iurunc

999 0K00004K0

J

BOOKS.

p

I STATIONERY.

to data Picture Framing.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFF1CE.

This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
A

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL

CARRIAGES

AND

HOLIDAY

GOODS GALORE.
BEST

IN

TALKING

MACHINES.

COLUMBIA

GRAPH APHONES

and Supplies.

CIGARS.

I

CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bonght right are a good investment. Our prices are right We lnvlu
call and examine the toeautl ul diamond good we are offering; also

you i

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE, ETC.

MH orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

Mat son recommends

Manager

the performance highly, and according
to the advance sale of seats, the at-

tendance will be quite large.
Invitations have been received here
announcing the approaching marriage
of I'ercy K. ("Inland to Mis Susan
Marsh, daughter of Mrs. Susan Taylor
Wright. The ceremony will, take
place at Wheeling. West Virginia, on
Wednesday, Icc. ao. The prospective
groom is a roiherof A. W. ClelAcd fcntf
a tew years aeo resided In this' City.
The funeral of George H. Walters
was conducted from the chapel cf A.
borders' undertaking parlors this
morning at 1:30 o'clock. Rev. J. W.
T. McNeill, pastor of tho the Baptist
church, officiated, and in his remarks
paid the memory of the deceased a
touching tribute. A large number 6f
friends attended the service and laid
ooauurul norai offertnirs nmn the
casket. , Tiie liitrlal was made In Fair-Viecemetery.

About your own purchasing of your

LEADINO JEWELER

taken suddenly 111 last evening, and
whs confined to his home today.
C. W. Cook, Jr., assistant traveling
freight and passennur agent for the
Santa Fe In New Mexico, arrived from
Ihe sou Hi this morning.
A niessane from the residence
of
lr. C. If. Conner at 3:45 o'clock this
afternoon states that Dr. Conner
seems very much improved and Is
resting easily.
Oeneral C. V. Easley, of Santa Ye,
left today for Washington, on busiis
ness.
that
It
understood
General Easley visits the national
capltol In behalf of the Joint Statehood League.
W. H. Clarke, proprietor
of the
Clarke hotel at Holbrook, Ariz., left
this morning for that place, accompanied by Mrs. Clarke, who is rccov
ering from an operation performed at
the St. Joseph hospital.
The young son of Judge and Mrs.
A. J. Crawford, who has been ser
iously ill with a pulmonary trouble,
is now reported out of danger. The
child still bus a bad cough, but U
resting very comfortably.
J. Mugler, a brother, of Mrs.
Wientge and Miss Mugler, of Santa
Fe, and also a brother of Mrs. Herman
Hase, jf this city, has arrived here,
and expects to make this city his
home In the future.
The merchants of the city have be
gun to decorate their windows and
stores for the Christmas trade. Al
ready many of the merchants have
their holiday goods on display. The
Christmas gifts this year are more
beautiful than ever.
The All Star Specialty company will
glev a complete change of program
on Saturday afternoon and evening,
Dec. 9, at the Elks opera house.
A
word to the wise, don't forget the
date. Prices, matinee, 15 and 25
cents; evening, 25, 35 and 50 cents.
Mrs. F. Stuart Foster, accompanied
by her daughter Miss Iva Foster, both
residents of Montreal, Canada, arrived
in Albuquerque last night for a sev
eral weeks' pleasure visit, after which
they will continue on a tour of the
United States that they are making.
Rev. Bruce Kinney and family left
this morning for their home at Sudt
I.ake City, after a pleasunt visit in
the city with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Kinney was formerly Miss Mable
Alger of this city. Rev. Kinney Is the
Baptist missionary for Utah and Wy
oming.
The annual business meeting of the
Indies' Aid society of the Congrega
tional church will be held Thursday
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the residence
of Mrs. William Farr. 301 South Edith
street. This is an Important meeting
and tue. members are urged to be
present.
Uuborate preparations are being
made for the musical recital to be
given Thursday evening In the hall
or the Guild of St. John's Episcopal
church. Leonard Miller, the whistler,
ana j. w. Hetherington. tenor, will
assist, and in addition to the music
dainty refereshments will be served,
Arthur Kline, Louis Segil, Ora
Bieen and Joe McCaffery, A. D. T,
messenger boys or the Western Union
Telegraph company, are respendently
awrea tnese days in brand new unl
rornis, with silver buttons and red
braid, and as they flit back and forth
delivering messages, kok very neat,
indeed.
Dan Duffy, formerly a plumber for
the Whitney company, accompanied
oy ins nre, left last
for Tuc
son, Arizona, where he goes for the
or
Deneflt
his health. Mr. and Mrs,
Duffy li.we been In Albuquerque about
lour mcntns but it was thought that
a lower Altitude would prove more
beneficial for him, hence their change
or residence.
Miss Mary, the fourteen year old
oaugnter or Mrs. A. David, who resides at 906 South First street. Is
slowly recovering from a very severe
illness with typhoid fever. The little
lady has been dangerously sick for
eight or nine weeks, but is now able
to sit up for a short time each day,
and friends hope for continued Improvement.
Richard O. Wilson, the younir man
who was dangerously
injured while
stealing a ride on a Santa Fe Cen
tral train, near Willard Saturday
night and taken to the St. Vincent
hospital at the territorial capital, is reported to have a brother residing at
Winslow, Ariz., and a sister living at
Buffalo, N. Y. The young man Is
in a precarious
condition and may
have to undergo another operation.
In the wake of "The Marriage of
Kitty," comes "CouBln Kate," of the
same family of comedy drama, at the
Klks opera house on Friday evening.
The management has taken the precaution to send out a large number
of invitations to the affair, which baa
become a very forcible way of adver

niit

i

6,

K
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charity begins at home.
A hint should be sufficient.
Are you wearing last year's clothes?
Suits at $10 to
everything here.

,

$10

The newest in
' Overcoats

$30.

to $27.50.

SIMON STERN

DICTIONARY THE BEST

THE RAILROAD

WILLIAM

ASTRO,

AVENUE CLOTHIER.

AN

0L0 TIMER.

IS DEAD

MUSICIAN
WELL KNOWN
INSTRUCTOR DIED LAST

AND
EVEN-

ING.

William Astro passed away last
evening at about
o'clock, aged 79
years. Deceased was a well known
resident of Albuquerque where he has
resided for the past twenty years.
He was an accomplished musician
and master of the violin and piano.
Until failing health called a halt, Mr.
Astro Instructed a large class of
German-Americaresidents of the
city on the violin and piano. His demise will bring sorrow to a large circle of friends. As far as can be learn
ed deceased had no relatives living
m
country, all cf them living in
We are just as anxious to sell you the this
old country. The funeral will be
s.
Shoe Polishes, Laces, Leggings,
held at 10 o'clock a. m. tomorrow
Slipper Soles, etc., as we are
to supply you with stylish footwear. from A. Borders' chapel.
We carry the best grades the market
ir r
affords and our prices are more than
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
reasonable. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- West Ra'lroad avenue.
TURES FRAMED BEFORETHE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- APPLES!
APPLES!
APPLESI
80N. NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
We have a shipment of the apples
STREET.
that are most In demand" on the New
t
York market. They're good.

5

Signet Rings
Are always acceptable presents for either ladles or gentlemen. We
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
Call and see what we have to offer you.

n

MAYNARD,

The Jeweler

119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

We have a new line of these celebrated

trousers at

tittttTTi

t

SOUVENIR

DAYS

EVERY

LADY MAKING A TWEN- CENT
PURCHASE AT
RUPPE'S PHARMACY WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY, OF THIS WEEK,
WILL BE PRESENTED WITH A
BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR TRAY AND
CALENDAR.

TY-FIV-

DISSOLUTION

OF

PARTNERSHIP

Notice Is hereby given that the partnership lat?!y existing between Charley Gruner and M. A. Kilduff, under
the firm name of Orun'er & Kilduff.
was dissolved on the 6th day of December. A I).. 1903. by mutual coni
sent,
All del.N owing to the said partnership are to be received by Charles
Gruner and all demands on the said
partnership are to bo presented to him
for payment.
CHART KS GRUNER.
M. A. KILDUFF.
,
i

ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
ACADEMY.

receive work equal to theirs.
One
trial will convince the most fastidious
lady that Madam Gross understands
her business. Railroad avenue, over
B. Ilteld's.
Room 26.

ijUL

LAND MATTERS.

OCOOCOCOOOCOOCOCXDCOOOOOOW
H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
OLD CLOTHING.
to matters before the land office.
M. Langer,
303 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Spend your leisure time at the pool
Corner of Silver Avenue.
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave-

nue.

OCOCOCXX30CX3CXDOOCOOOOOCOO

PLUMBING

LADIES' TAILORING. ROOM
JEW ARMIJO BUILDING.
RANCH

26,

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

EGGS!

We have some nice, fresh
eggs, 50 cents per do.en.

ranch

Blue Label canned and bottled goods

are today admitted to bo by far tue
best on the market. I hold the exclusive right to sell them, in my vest

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Conroy.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. W.1t for Prices
.

4

Belting,

'SHE" LIKES
FLOWERS

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

Whether "she," is wife or sweetheart, the most acceptable
remembrance is a bouquet of beautl
ful flowers. We just mention this,
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.

WHITNEY COMPANY

IVES, rHe "LotrisT

113 - l(5 - tl7 South

Fint Street J

401-40- 3

1J

North Pint Street.

319 WEST SANTA

FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 118.

0
0
CHAS. F. MYERS.

WM. M'INTOSP.

Proprietors

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KKAL.K

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges
CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY. COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

COLE'S HOT BLAST

SHEET IRON HRATKRS

$1.75, $2.50, $3.00 and

OUR GUARANTEE
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

for a button, 50c for a rip in waist band, $1.00 for a rip in the seat or

a new pair.

119

AND AMMUNITION.

OF

RIFLES, SHOTGUN8

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

,

TR V

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK

A

I

A

I

U

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South SecondfSt.
West Gold Ave.

:8

Open Saturday nights at Col-ombo hall. Instructions from 8
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
from 9 to 12 o'clock.

s,

Ault-man'-

0

M.

m

MADAM GROSS

pocket.

LADIES' TAILORING.
Madam Gross, of New York city," la
now ready to receive customers. Call,
and Imagine you are calling at
in New York city. You will

$3.50 per pair.

10c

0

Over-gaiier-

.

Dtttchess Ttfcmsetfs

190S.

At this season of the game, when one of the foremost thoughts of everybody's brain Is the purchasing of
things for others wouldn't It be well to remember that

WEBSTER'S IMPERIAL

THE ONLY NEW COMPLETE WEB-- '
aiER'S DICTIONARY ISSUED IN
FOURTEEN YEARS.
"It is not what a publisher Kays of
his productions, but what others say
that gives them the weight of authority." Business men, newspapers and
college presidents and professors Join
in praising this great work.
The best and most practical, as
well as the latest complete dictionary
of the English language,- giving the
spelling, pronunciation, etymology and
definition of words, together with
thousands of Illustrations.
It contains also a gazeteer of the world,
upon
based
file latest census returns
and official estimates.
A dictionary of authors, with titles
of their principal works.
A dictionary of quoted
names In
mythology, legend,
standard fiction,
etc., serving as a key to literary allusions.
Published and for sale by Geo. W
Ogllvie. lti'.t Randolph street, Chicago.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

Suit or
Overcoat

I

lias relumed
Mth. .loo Sheridan
from H pleasure trip to Mexico.
at
J. V. M amilne, superintendent
Ihe Rio Orandt) Woolen Mills, was

Lace Shoes, leather tosed, flannel
lined
$1.00 to $l.S5
Shoes, all felt, leather soles,
(lunnel lined
$1.25 to $1.50
Fur

r

EVENING CITIZEN

ALUUUUEJiOUK

ofNo. 215

BREAD

THE

MAKERS,

FAMOUS

OF FOOD

1

CHOPPERS,

CAKE MAKERS.

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
A SPEC ALTY.

MACHINISTS' TOOLS

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico

